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Background
While the Horizon 2020 programme has
demonstrated closer and more increased
collaboration activities in comparison with its
predecessor FP7, the European Commission is
looking to “raise the bar in the quality and
widening of participation” in its follow-up Horizon
Europe programme period, commencing after
2020. It particularly concerns the involvement of
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in
innovation partnerships as the latter have been
reported considerably low, resulting in lower
intensity of cross-sectoral cooperation among
knowledge providers and smaller businesses.
Observing this gap inspired an international
consortium of partners from Cyprus, France,
Finland, The Netherlands, Spain, Germany and
Ireland to undertake a brand-new Erasmus+
project “Unite for Horizon Europe” (UNITE4H),
which aims to identify the limitations and help
build strategic engagement capacity between
academics and SME representatives to develop,
apply and implement projects within the Horizon
Europe framework.
Notably, many SMEs continue to struggle to adopt
the right strategy, business processes, skills, or
other resources to get involved in European
funding partnerships. Similarly, even though the
participation of the higher education institutions
(HEIs) and research organisations in the Horizon
2020 has been the strongest among others, their
involvement for the new framework is deemed to
be further enhanced by the provision of tailored
support for collaboration with a more diverse
range of stakeholders. In the light of the low
success rate and missed opportunities for more
strategic cooperation between HEIs and SMEs, the
availability of supportive engagement training
programmes is crucial.

The project started off in 2020 with an
investigation into the needs and challenges
experienced by HEI and SME representatives,
resulting into a programme framework. Based on
this framework, we have develop a training
programme and toolkit to increase awareness,
skills, and knowledge capacity among academics
and SME representatives.

Our goal
The goal of the Unite for Horizon Europe
(UNITE4H) project is to help build strategic
engagement
capacity
between
European
academics
and
researchers
and
SME
representatives to increase the proportion of
successful collaborative participation in Horizon
Europe initiatives. We believe an increased
engagement between HEIs and SMEs, as well as
foundations and other stakeholders around
targeted Horizon Europe projects will not only
help deliver on a united approach to societal
challenges, but also strengthen the means of
funding for HEIs to be able to concentrate their
efforts on the entire innovation cycle from
research to market.
The programme modules, broadly covers an
overview of the Horizon Europe programme,
desired selection and nature of SME-HEI
partnerships according to identified priorities, and
SME & HEI customised skills and competence
development for strategic research engagement.

Project website: www.unite4horizon.eu
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About this toolkit
This toolkit includes the full training programme
that we have designed. The aim is to guide both
HEIs and SMEs through the process of application
within the Horizon Europe framework from start
to finish and beyond.

Learning outcomes
•

To understand how to scout for ideas and
develop a winning proposal for Horizon Europe
Europe

The toolkit and training programme is based on
the identified needs and challenges experienced
by both parties. We believe that the results of this
project will have an impact on both the individual
and institutional level and will increase awareness,
skills, and knowledge capacity among HEI
academics
and
researchers
and
SME
representatives

•

To understand how to initiate and manage
your Horizon Europe partnerships and turn
them into strategic partnerships

•

To understand how to navigate public funding
opportunities within Horizon Europe for HEISME consortia

•

To understand how to manage the financialand administrative aspects and IP in Horizon
Europe projects

•

To understand how to maximise the impact of
your Horizon Europe project results

Who is this toolkit for?
This toolkit is designed with multiple target groups
in mind, these are:

•

•

•

SMEs: SME managers: business development,
growth hacking, R&D, external engagement,
partnerships,
projects/programmes
implementation
HEIs: Academics; Researchers (focus on
junior/early
stage-career
researchers);
Professional staff (focus on early-career stage:
project managers, research managers,
outreach and engagement officers, etc.)
Support organisations: Public organisations,
networks, non-university actors;

What materials can you find in this toolkit?
•

How-to guides

•

Definitions and concepts

•

Practical tips for HEIs and SMEs

•

Reading materials

•

References to tools

•

Syllabi for educators

Within those target groups, this toolkit is
especially aimed at those with little or no
experience in Horizon Europe and publicly funded
university-SME partnerships.
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How to use this toolkit
This toolkit should support you in exploring the
competency and knowledge areas related to HEISME collaboration for Horizon Europe, and
ultimately support you in a successful application
within the Horizon Europe framework.
All of the modules in this toolkit are freestanding
and can be taken at any point. We would
recommend you choose those modules that are
most relevant to you.

How do you navigate this toolkit?
Are you…
…new to Horizon Europe and/or HEI-SME
collaboration?
Check out the refreshener module. This
module will provide you with some basic
concepts to get you up to speed.

…looking for information on a specific
competency & knowledge area or on a specific
stage of the project lifecycle?
Refer to the learning framework on page x
and go straight to the relevant section or
module

…already familiar with Horizon Europe and HEISME collaboration?
Go straight to sections 1, 2 and 3

…an educator?
For each module, there is an accompanying
syllabus that includes suggestions on the
delivery and suggestions for exercises that
can be done during and after the session.
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Learning Framework
The learning framework is based on our
investigation to understand the needs and
challenges experienced by HEI and SME
representatives that we conducted in 2021. This
investigation consisted of:
•

Desk research on HEI & SME collaboration in
European-level and national-level contexts in
Cyprus, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland and
Spain

•

Benchmarking analysis

•

European funding survey from 217
respondents from 24 EU countries (with focus
on Cyprus, Finland, France, Ireland, Germany,
and Spain)

•

Expert interviews with 49 academics and
engagement officers, SME representatives,
European funding programme experts, and
non-university engagement professionals

•

35 case studies on HEI & SME and EU level
funded projects

The full research report on our findings can be
found on our website:
https://unite4horizon.eu/report/
Based on this research we have identified the key
competencies and fields of knowledge for HEISME collaboration. This has led to the design of 9
different modules within 5 overarching
competency and knowledge areas that together
address all these key competencies and fields of
knowledge. On the next page you will find an
overview of the competency and knowledge areas
and the corresponding modules.

Key Competencies for HEI & SME Collaboration
• Consortium Assemblage and Proposal Writing
• Project/Research Design for Industry and
Social Impact
• From Idea to the Market: Negotiating Risks
and Profits
• Informal and Formal Networking
• Collaborative Working Environments and
Team Management
• Time and Project Management
• Interpersonal and Communication Skills
• Cultural and Foreign/English Language Skills
• Applying for Funding
• Marketing and Pitching Research and
Technologies
• Strategic Planning and Foresight

Key Fields of Knowledge for HEI & SME
Collaboration
• R&D and Innovation
• Multidisciplinarity, interdisciplinarity and
transdisciplinarity
• Intellectual Property Rights (IP)
• Emerging Technologies
• Technology Foresight: Discoveries at an Early
Stage
• EU Green Policies
• Citizen Science
• Open Science
• Training and Education
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Learning Framework

Competency and
Knowledge area

Foundation

Module
Refreshener: Open Science & Open Innovation, R&D and EU
innovation policy, Horizon Europe framework, University-SME
collaboration

How to align needs and opportunities: scouting project ideas

Concept and proposal
design

Partnerships and
Relationships

Project Management

How to develop a winning proposal for Horizon Europe
How to initiate and effectively manage your Horizon Europe
partnerships
How to turn transactional Horizon Europe relationships into
strategic partnerships
How to manage the financial and administrative aspects in Horizon
Europe projects
How to negotiate risks and benefits in open science - IP in Horizon
Europe

Valorisation and
Marketing

How to maximize the impact of your Horizon Europe project results

Interpersonal skills

Networking, Emotional Intelligence, Communication
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Toolkit structure
For the structure of the toolkit and the training
programme, the modules have been organised in
the project lifecycle stages. In part 0 you will find
the foundational module, providing you with an
introduction to the topics.

Project lifecycle phase

Part 2: Project
implementation from
start to finish

Module
Refreshener (p. x)

Part 0: Introduction

Part 1: Proposal
development from start
to finish

Part 1 addresses the first stage of the lifecycle:
proposal development. Part 2 continues with the
project implementation, and part 3 will address
the impact of the project results. Click on the
name of each part or module to go there directly.

Proposal initiation and
application

Scouting for ideas (p. x)
Writing a winning proposal (p. x)

Managing the financial and administrative aspects
(p. x)
Project implementation

Initiating and manage your partnerships (p. x)
IP in Horizon Europe (p. x)
Interpersonal skills (p. x)

Part 3:
Accelerating the
impact

Maximise the impact of your project results (p. x)
Research outputs valorisation

Turning transactional relationships into strategic
partnerships (p. x)
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Refreshener
Refreshener

What will you learn in this module?
In this module you will learn about …
•
The concepts of Open Innovation, Open Science, Citizen Science and their
linkages, as well as their role within Horizon Europe 2020.
•
The concepts of R&D and innovation, Innovation policy on a European level,
Smart Specialisation, their linkages, and understanding within the Horizon Europe
framework.
•
The Horizon Europe objectives and framework structure, access to information
and basic terminology used in EU finding
•
Understanding university -SME Collaboration: through different types of HEI-SME
collaboration, what motivates collaborations, facilitators of collaboration,
challenges and support mechanisms for HEI-SME collaboration.

Open Innovation, Open Science and Citizen science

term Open Innovation 2.0, reflecting that open
innovation is underpinned by two main elements:

Open Innovation
The idea behind open innovation is that the
innovation process should be opened up to people
with experience in fields other than academia and
science. This allows the knowledge to circulate
freely and ultimately to be transformed into new
products and services (European Commission [EC],
2016). According to Chesbrough (2006) “Open
Innovation refers to the collaboration between
companies, individuals, and other types of
institutions to develop innovative products and
services and, in the process, share the risks and
rewards of research, development, and
commercialisation.”

1.

2.

The users are in the spotlight: an invention
becomes an innovation only if users become a
part of the value creation process.
Creating a well-functioning eco-system that
allows co-creation becomes essential for
Open Innovation.

The EC has multiple policies in place to support
open innovation, such as the innovation principle,
that makes sure that the impact on innovation is
taken into account when a policy is developed.

Knowledge Transfer

The concept of open innovation is building and
expanding on knowledge transfer, as you can see
in figure x.
Whereas knowledge transfer relies mainly on
bringing external knowledge into internal
innovation process (Outside In), open innovation
relies on co-innovation with complementary
partners, and allowing assets to break out of the
internal innovation process (Inside Out). Taking
this one step further, academics have coined the

Open Innovation

Open Innovation 2.0

Outside in

Coupled

Inside out

User, ECO-System

Figure x From Knowledge Transfer to Open Innovation 2.0
(Source: European Commission, 2016)
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Open Science is a movement and a set of norms
that seek to increase openness, integrity, and
reproducibility of academic research. As such, it is
closely related to the notion of Citizen Science in
aspect of its openness, as the main objective of
Open Science is to make scientific information,
data and outputs more visible and accessible.
Other aspects of the Open Science norms are to
make research more rigorous by applying
reproducibility as one of its standards in an open
manner. Finally, integrity and ethical aspects of
scientific research should be carefully taken into
consideration. Open Science standards must be
taken into consideration from the outset of
research, during its design, since standards apply
to each research phase, from defining research
hypotheses to dissemination and reuse of research
outputs. The EC in its funding is largely building
requirements on the Open Science norms. These
aspects are of interest to HEIs and SMEs as they
would like to improve their joint research and
dissemination in this regard (Demir & Davey,
2022).
Open Science is the standard way of working
within the research and innovation funding
programmes of the EC (EC, n.d.). Through the
Open Science policy, the EC (2019) aims to allow
“for better science through open and collaborative

Increased openness,
quality and performance
of the EU R&I system

ways of producing and sharing knowledge and
data, as early as possible in the research process,
and for communicating and sharing results.”
The Open Science policy is continuously
developing. A few aims and next steps have
already been defined for the Open Science policy
under Horizon Europe (EC, n.d.). To learn more
about the aims for open science innovation, read
‘The EU’s Open Science policy’ in the suggested
readings.
Open Science in Horizon Europe
Open Science plays an important role within the
Horizon Europe Framework and is embedded
throughout Horizon Europe. In the work programs,
as in all the project lifecycles stage. Through legal
provisions in the grant agreements, some of the
main consequences are the following (EC, 2021):
•
•
•

Immediate open access requirements for
beneficiaries.
Data should be Findable, Accessible,
Interoperable and Re-usable (FAIR).
Data as open as possible, however: data is
allowed to stay closed as necessary

Open Science also plays an important role in the
evaluation of the research proposals. In figure x
you see the expected results and impacts of Open
Science in Horizon Europe.

Improved overall capacities within the
European Research Area to conduct open
science and implement it as a modus
operandi of modern science

Establishment of an open
repository for research objects
from Horizon Europe projects

Consolidation of the Open
Research Europe (ORE)
publishing platform

Better and more societal
engagement in R&I

Development and consolidation
of the European Open Science
Cloud (EOSC)

Increased trust of society in
science

Improved reproducibility of
research results and minimized
duplication of effort

Figure x Results and Impact of Open Science in Horizon Europe (source: European Commission, 2021)
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Citizen Science
Citizen science entails participation of citizens and
the general public in scientific research. Such
participation takes place through crowdsourcing
and or direct involvement of citizens, businesses
and other stakeholders in research. It invites these
stakeholders to take part in scientific discoveries
not solely as beneficiaries but as co-creators. The
focus of citizen science is oftentimes on applied
knowledge and finding solutions to real-world
problems. Due to the increased amount of easily
accessible knowledge and technologies nowadays,
the knowledge production takes place outside
academia too, oftentimes by practitioners
themselves. For example, an agriculture
ecosystem in France has been developed
gathering lots of farmers, SMEs and citizens
interested in these issues who perform research
themselves and learn to apply technical solutions
through YouTube videos. Other examples include
the Citizen Observatory of Drought, or the SEEDS
project.
Like businesses, HEIs should be aware of the
needs, interests and opinions of its customers,
citizens. Development of projects that have strong
citizen science component would generate greater
social impact of its outputs, while incorporating
UBC would ensure knowledge sharing and
valorisation, as many SMEs acquire insights
through the aforementioned citizen knowledge
networks and/or follow market trends.
Both citizen science and citizen engagement are a
vital aspect in Horizon Europe (as have they been
in Horizon 2020). After the Council recognised
citizen science as an Open Science priority in 2016,
the Open Science Policy Platform (OSPP) also
included citizen science within their eight Open
Science ambitions in 2018 (European Commission,
2020).
Tip for HEIs
Research produced in academic does not relate
to actual social or market needs.. HEIs should
be aware of the needs, interests and opinions
of its customers, citizens.

The fact that such initiatives have developed
showcases also the remoteness of academic
research from everyday industry and social needs.
Our research informants find that lots of research
produced in academic does not relate to the
actual social or market needs or does not reach
the actual beneficiaries. Like businesses, HEIs
should be aware of the needs, interests and
opinions of its customers, citizens. Development
of projects that have strong citizen science
component would generate greater social impact
of its outputs, while incorporating UBC would
ensure knowledge sharing and valorisation, as
many SMEs acquire insights through the
aforementioned citizen knowledge networks
and/or follow market trends.
Both citizen science and citizen engagement are a
vital aspect in Horizon Europe (as have they been
in Horizon 2020). After the Council recognized
citizen science as an Open Science priority in 2016,
the Open Science Policy Platform (OSPP) also
included citizen science within their eight Open
Science ambitions in 2018 (European Commission,
2020).

Suggested readings
Open innovation resources – link (webpage)
Focus: policy initiatives, funding schemes, and
support services in open innovation by the EC.
Open innovation, Open Science, open to the
world. A vision for Europe – link (book)
Focus: key conceptual insights behind Open
Innovation, Open Science and Open to the
World actions taking place or are being
prepared. – Author: DG Research and
Innovation.

Operationalising the Concept of Open
Innovation with Open Innovation Platforms link (webpage)
Focus: open innovation, open innovation
platforms, good practice examples inspiring
policy change in Europe.
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The EU’s Open Science policy – link (webpage)
Focus: information on Open Science by the EC.
Citizen Science and Citizen Engagement –link
(report)
Focus: achievements in Horizon 2020,
recommendations on the way forward.

Tools
Open innovation & crowdsourcing resources –
link (webpage)
The Board of Innovation provides resources
for open innovation, including platforms for
R&D, marketing and design and collective
intelligence
European Open Science Cloud – link (webpage)
Provides resources, updates on funding
opportunities, relevant European and national
policies, and recent developments on Open
Science.
National Open Science Policies in Europe - link
(webpage)
Find and compare information on national
Open Science policies in Europe

R&D and EU innovation policy

Both HEIs and SMEs (especially those without R&D
components) would highly benefit from having a
better understanding of 1) how innovation
processes start and are implemented, 2) how
prototyping, testing and validation of solutions is
conducted, 3) learning to use different road
mapping tools and 3) learning how to valorise or
commercialise R&D, to foster the translation of
fundamental knowledge into applied research.
Innovation processes

For innovation to be successful, it should be
designed as a process (Blank & Newell, 2017). The
process supports innovators and stakeholders to
curate and prioritise problems, ideas and
technologies. Lean Innovation is a model
developed in 2014, that can be used as a step-bystep guide for an innovation journey. The phases
can be seen in figure x.
Innovation
sourcing
Curation

Figure x The steps to
take in prototyping,
testing, and
validation of
solutions (source:
UIIN, based Blank &
Newell, 2017)

Prioritisation

Testing and
exploration

Incubation

R&D and Innovation
Integration

Research and development (R&D) are activities
that focus on the innovation of new technologies,
products, services or methods. The drive for
valorisation of research calls for stronger roles of
researchers as developers and innovators.
However, the formal education still lags behind
the processes of upskilling academics for these
new roles. Training and support in R&D and
innovation processes would be helpful not only for
professionals from technical and natural sciences
fields of study, but also from social sciences and
humanities (Demir & Davey, 2022).

To learn more about the phases of the innovation
process, please check the extended module in the
online version of the toolkit (link).
Prototyping, testing, and validation of solutions
Prototyping, testing, and validation of solutions is
an essential step in the innovation process.
Qualaroo (2021) has created a step-by-step guide,
outlining the following steps (see the suggested
readings for the step-by-step guide) in figure x.
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Collect and analyse user information
Build the prototype
Decide what you want to test
Create a preliminary design

-ties. “The R&I policy is an engine of the green and
digital transitions on the continent and stairways
to ‘the future we want’” (EC, 2020). Through the
R&I policy, the DG Research and Innovation
contributes to all six headline ambitions of the von
der Leyen Commission (see figure x).

A new push for
European democracy

A Stronger Europe
in the World

Prepare your test scenarios and questions
Initiate user evaluation

Promoting our
European Way
of Life

5
4

1
3

Figure x The steps to take in prototyping, testing, and validation
of solutions (source: UIIN, based Blank & Newell, 2017)

The phase of prototyping, testing and validation is
also crucial in the evaluation of Horizon Europe
proposals, both in the Research and Innovation
Actions (RIA), as in the Innovation Actions (IA) (EC,
2021). The proposals need to include ‘activities to
establish new knowledge or to explore the
feasibility of a new or improved technology,
product, process, service or solution’ in the case of
RIAs and ‘activities to produce plans and
arrangements or designs for new, altered or
improved products, processes or services’ in the
case of IAs.
Road mapping tools
An R&D roadmap is an overarching strategic plan,
rather than a detailed plan. It will include what
you want to accomplish with your R&D activity,
and how you will accomplish that. A roadmap is a
visual representation of the strategic plan. There
are many different tools that can be used to
create a roadmap, such as Word, Excel, and
Powerpoint (Sopheon, n.d.). G2 has created an
overview of the best Strategy and Innovation Road
mapping tools in 2022 (see suggested tools).
Innovation policy on a European level
The Research & Innovation (R&I) policy of the EC
has the goal of reinforcing the scientific and
technological base, to promote innovation, and to
turn societal challenges into innovation opportuni-

An Economy
that works for
People

6
A European
Green Deal

2
A Europe fit
for the
Digital Age

Figure x Targeted impacts for the von der Leyen political
guidelines. Source: European Commission, 2020

Through a modernised European Research Area
and a new EU R&I Framework Programme
‘Horizon Europe’, the EC aims to boost the
achievement of our climate and digital goals. The
Horizon Europe framework, succeeding the
Horizon 2020 framework, has a more ambitious
association policy and has the following key
novelties: missions, partnerships and the
European Innovation Council. Another important
aspect is that a large share of the R&I activities
and measures will be co-designed and co-created
with citizens and stakeholders, to strengthen ‘a
common ownership of research and innovation
policy and promoting the common research and
innovation values.’
EU Green policies
The drive to address environmental issues,
particularly climate change, has been translated
into top-level strategic and policy platforms on the
European and national level. Consequently, HEIs
and SMEs are interested in developing sustainable
solutions when proposing their UBC initiatives and
projects not only in environmental sciences, but all
industries and fields. Especially the EU Green Deal
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Smart specialisation
Smart specialisation is an approach to identify the
strategic areas for intervention for regions or
countries (EC, n.d.-a). The priorities that are set in
a Smart Specialisation Strategy (S3) are based on:
1.
2.

Objective analysis of the region: the strengths
and potential of the economy
An Entrepreneurial Discovery Process (EDP)
with
wide
stakeholder
involvement,
identification of strategic areas for
intervention.
Utilising
entrepreneurial
knowledge existing in a region or country.

Smart Specialisations are built around certain
principles, to learn more consult the ‘Key elements
of Smart Specialisation strategies’ of the suggested
reading ‘What is Smart Specialisation?’

Suggested readings

What your innovation process should look like
– link
Focus: innovation process – Article on Harvard
Business Review
A Step-by-Step Guide: Testing your prototype –
link
Focus: guide to prototype testing, steps that
should be taken in the process.
An Introduction to Strategic Roadmapping –
link

Focus: fundamentals behind road mapping,
including business examples and their results.
Strategic Plan 2020-2024 – link
Focus: the strategic plan of the DG Research
and Innovation for the period 2020-2024.
A European Green Deal – link
Focus: introduction to the European Green
Deal, the benefits, and actions being taken.
What is Smart Specialisation? – link
Focus: in-depth explanation of Smart
Specialisation

Tools
Over the years, more than 120 Smart
Specialisation Strategies have been developed in
EU regions and Member States. 10 years after the
launch of S3, the EC has introduced the Smart
Specialisation Strategies for Sustainability (S4) in
2020 (EC, n.d.-b). The strategies aim to improve
sustainability and inclusiveness through an
innovation-driven policy, and by connecting
strategies and actors at both a regional and
national level with EU-wide policies (e.g. European
Green Deal, see EU green policies).

Building Blocks of Business Model Canvas – link
An explanation of the Business Model Canvas
and its three main areas.
The Mission Model Canvas – link
An Adapted Business Model Canvas For
Mission-Driven Organisations
Smart specialisation platform – link
It provides advice to EU member states to
design and implement Smart Specialisation
Strategies
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has made a strategic impact onto different
European policies and has been a powerful
dynamic behind development of green economy
solutions. The EU environmental regulation also
fosters research and UBC as it requires novel
solutions. Also, these European policies have
trickled down to national strategies and funding,
where not in place. These developments seek
more extensive training and education in EU
Green policies from both sides, HEIs and SMEs,
which are interested to learn more how to
incorporate the “green elements” into their work
and projects (Demir & Davey, 2022).
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Tools cont.
EYE@RIS – link

EYE@RIS is a platform that visualises the
innovation priorities in Europe.

Being the programme competitive and with a
modest or low success rate, it is crucial that your
project thoroughly reflects the purpose of the call.
It is possible through the Funding & Tenders
opportunities portal (link) to check the latest
information and updates about your chosen topic
and its scope, as well as the expected impact of
the project and the type of action it represents,
before starting to work on the project.

Navigating Horizon Europe framework
Horizon Europe is the ninth European Research
and Innovation Framework programme, from
2021 to 2027. These programmes are investment
mechanisms that foster global research and
industrial leadership. To achieve their goals,
Horizon Europe strengthens the European
knowledge base through frontier research,
spurring breakthrough innovation and supporting
the development and demonstration of innovative
solutions, as well as helping to restore Europe’s
industrial leadership and open strategic
autonomy.
The most common procedure establishes public
calls on certain topics where any objective-driven
consortia can apply during a limited period. The
calls have a competitive nature, and the
consortium requires certain conditions such
minimum number of partners, location of the
partners, etc. All requirements for each call are
public and defined in the call.
For the first time – in this European Research and
Innovation Framework – the calls are now
organised into missions. These missions are “Sets
of measures to achieve bold, inspirational, and
measurable goals within a set timeframe. There
are 5 main mission areas as part of Horizon
Europe”. These are:
•
•
•
•
•

Adaptation to climate change including societal
transformation,
Cancer,
Climate-neutral and smart cities,
Healthy oceans, seas, coastal and inland
waters,
Soil health and food.

Tip for HEIs
Consider Pillar 1 “Open Science” and Pillar 2
“Global Challenges and Industrial
Competitiveness” of Horizon Europe for
funding opportunities.
Tip for SMEs
Consider Pillar 2 “Global Challenges and
Industrial Competitiveness” and Pilar 3
“Open Innovation” of Horizon Europe for
funding opportunities.

Do not miss on the chance to read more about the
funding schemes, types of action, and the Open
science. Check the extended module in the online
version of the toolkit (link).
Horizon Europe Structure
What is the structure of Horizon Europe?
As an investment mechanism, Horizon Europe
allocates resources with different intensity
(amount, involved agent requirements) and
conditions (determined in each call) according to
the figure bellow.
Under Horizon Europe along with the most known
programme and its exclusive focus on civil
applications (and the reference herein), there are
included selective and specific programmes for
defence and nuclear research and innovation
called Euroatom.
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Figure x – Source: Horizon Europe - Investing to shape our future
The specific programme focusses on civil
applications structures through 3 verticals, known
as pillars, and a horizontal action (on the figure
widening participation and strengthening the
European Research Area). Figure x above
summarises the pillars and the horizontal action
with their functions.

Check out the extended module in the online
version of the toolkit (link) to learn more about
the pillars and the funding allocated or read ‘What
is Horizon Europe (Marter Innovate)’

Search criteria: Filters
for the search
Grants and or tenders
Submission status
Programming period
Programme part (pillar)
Mission
Destination
Quick search on specific
priorities
Filter by call
Type of grants calls
Tenders´ searching filters

Important to know is that Horizon Europe is aimed
at civil applications covering all the way from the
research lab to the market. In this sense, the core
of the programme for SMEs focuses on civil
applications, pillars II and III; these are “Global
Challenges
and
European
Industrial
Competitiveness” and “Innovative Europe”,
respectively, while researchers will also be very
interested in pilar I, “Excellent Science” and pillar II
“Global Challenges and European Industrial
Competitiveness”. Therefore, university-industry

First Information of each entry resulted according to the search criteria:
The Call
The topic: different subjects according to the call
Programme
Status
Type of action
Deadline model
Opening date
Deadline date

Figure x The search criteria and information that users will be able to see
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Figure x details the search criteria and information
that the user will see.
Please note the differences between the terms
“call” and “topic”. ”Call” refers to “a group of
topics with one opening and closing date that are
open in parallel and address the same policy
domain”; while “Topic” denotes “a part of a call
addressing the same expected outcome and
scope” (BRIDGE2HE, 2021).

Suggested readings cont.
Horizon Europe first Strategic Plan – link
Focus: goals, structure, contents and strategic
orientations, and agenda for research and
innovation investments over the period 20212024. Based on the political priorities of the EC.
Horizon Europe, open science- Early knowledge
and data sharing, and open collaboration – link
Focus: factsheet of Open Science, available in
several EU languages.

Further information about the missions – link
Focus: webpage with information and
understanding of the Horizon Europe missions.
Key steps on how to participate – link

Other relevent information
• NCP: National Contact Point (NCP) are
recognised support structures at country level.
Normally, they are independent organisations
of different nature (Ministries, Academies of
Science, Research agencies, etc) that act as
information providers to help applicants to
access the Programme in their native language.
You can find your NCPs here.
• Info days: Normally, there are several info days
organised at international, national or regional
level. Info days on a European level can be
found here.
• Other intermediaries of the innovation
ecosystem that might be willing to share
interest in Horizon Europe: Technology and
Science parks, Clusters, KTOs-Knowledge
Transfer Office of Research Centres or
Universities.

Horizon Europe webpage with the key steps on
how to participate in the programme.

Tools
FAQs – link
Webpage with most frequent questions of the
Horizon Europe programme.
Horizon Europe Glossary. – link

Glossary for terminology of the Horizon Europe
programme gathered by the National Contact
Points in the project BRIDGE2HE.

Suggested readings
Horizon Europe - Investing to shape our future –
link
Focus: brief presentation of the Horizon Europe
programme, available in 22 languages.
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collaboration opportunities mainly fall under pilar
II, “Global Challenges and European Industrial
Competitiveness”. To apply for a tender
opportunities, learn how to participate, work as an
expert and much more, you can visit the dedicated
funding and tender webpage (link).
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Different types of HEI-SME collaboration
University-business cooperation (UBC) is ‘any
interaction between universities and business for
mutual benefit’ (Davey, et al., 2011). These
interactions can occur in teaching, research,
valorisation, or are part of management activities.
These interactions can be classified under the
following categories (Seppo & Lilles, 2012), see
figure x.

Skills alignment and development of students
(Ginzburg & Houli, 2013; Muscio & Vallanti, 2014)
Ways in which SMEs seek to collaborate
• Cutting-edge scientific knowledge in the early
stage (Kock et al., 2000)
• Businesses benefit from the problem-solving
ability of academia (Van der Sijde, 2012; Lee,
2011)

Tip for HEIs
HEIs often collaborate with SMEs which
offer services in online course development.
The needs of HEIs differ across regions and
thus so do their priorities and their
motivations for collaboration.

Commercialization of research and development
(R&D) results
Curriculum development and delivery
Entrepreneurship
Lifelong Learning
Student Mobility

Academic Mobility
Governance
Collaboration in R&D
Figure x: Types of HEI-SME collaboration (source:
Seppo & Lilles, 2012)

UBC, in all aspects, supports the generation of new
ideas, projects, products, and services and creates
new opportunities. Therefore, the exchange of
knowledge, talent and technologies helps both
sides to address their resources needs and
limitations. Below are highlights of ways HEIs and
SMEs seek to collaborate:
Ways in which HEIs seek to collaborate
• HEIs often collaborate with SMEs which offer
services in online course development.
• Industry problem solving

What motivates HEI-SME collaboration?
There is a close and complex relationship between
individual
and
organizational
motivators.
Motivators of both individuals and organisations
to undertake HEI-SME collaboration include:

•

Continuous learning, reflection, in-depth
understanding of problems and development
of potential solutions.
• Social impact, Excellence, relevance, and
credibility
• Exchange Funding
A more detailed report of motivations can be
found here.
Differences in motivations for collaboration are
directly connected to the differences in historical,
cultural and institutional norms and experiences.

Tip for SMEs
SMEs particularly benefit from UBC
through:
•
•
•
•
•

Commercialization of product
Creation of spin offs & start-ups
By-products resulting from UBC
Development of new business models
Improvement of products or services.
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Facilitator of Collaboration
Drivers of UBC enable HEIs and SMEs to
collaborate more easily and efficiently. This means
that the lack of these facilitators in the
environment will pose challenges for initiating and
maintaining collaborative projects.

For successful engagement, SMEs require
(Rosli, 2018):
•

A boundary spanner that can create the
linkages between SME and HEI, as well
as within the SME itself.

The key facilitators for cooperation between HEIs
and business are Commitment, Communication,
Trust, Leadership, Boundary spanners, Networking
opportunities, Training programs on UBC, Level of
R&D and innovation intensity, Organisational,
cultural and social proximities, Reputation, Quality
of education and training, and Field of study.

•

A committed SME leadership that can
allocate the resources and encourages
open communication.

•

A strong relationship between the
university and SMEs. There should be
trust, cognitive proximity, open
discussions, and acknowledgement and
respect for the different roles and
responsibilities

These facilitators are similar for each stakeholder
group, as you can see below (Davey et al., 2018):
Academics collaborating with business
1. Existence of funding to undertake the
cooperation
2. Existence of mutual commitment
3. Interest of business in accessing scientific
knowledge
HEI Managers
1. Existence of funding to undertake the
cooperation
2. Existence of mutual commitment
3. Prior relation with the business partner
Business collaborating with higher education
1. Existence of mutual commitment
2. Existence of funding to undertake the
cooperation
3. Prior relation with the university partner
It is important to note that mutual trust and
shared goals are shared amongst all stakeholders.
Tip for HEIs

Universities can support trust building by
creating formal and informal networking
opportunities for SMEs. Universities can
also support SMEs through promoting,
recognising, and valuing partnerships with
SMEs.

Refreshener

Tips specific for SMEs

Collaboration Challenges
Challenges that UBC practitioners from HEIs and
SMEs equally face are the following:
1. Mismatch in 1) Time orientation, 2) Strategic
orientation, 3) Focus and priorities.
2. Wrong incentives related to 1) Career
advancement in academia, 2) Quantification,
3) Valorisation.
3. Lack of 1) Time, 2) Organizational capacities,
3) Financial resources, 4) Talent.
4. Not enabling policy and regulatory
environment.

Support mechanisms for HEI-SME collaboration
Support mechanisms can be grouped into 4
categories:
• Strategic Mechanisms
These include documented mechanisms, such as
the mission, vision, and strategy (Ssebuwufu et al.,
2012) and implementation mechanisms, a
commitment to these documented strategies
(Davey et al., 2011).
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There are two types of strategies (Bekkers
& Bodas Freitas, 2008)
focused on
adopting (1) interdependent knowledge
through collaborative and contract
research and (2) systemic knowledge
(through patents, licencing, etc.).
• Structural Mechanism
There are 3 types of structural mechanisms:
people-based mechanisms, such as board-level
positions
for
UBC;
office/centre-based
mechanisms, such as technology transfer offices
(Markman et al., 2004) or career offices (Davey et
al., 2011); and programme-based mechanisms,
such as programmes facilitating interaction
between HEI and industry (Ponomariov &
Boardman, 2008).
• Operational Mechanisms
These are actions taken to support collaboration
and must be aligned with the organization’s
strategy. These include communication and
exchange activities, linking and support activities,
training and seminars, and information
session/forums on UBC.
• Policy intervention Mechanisms
These include economic and financial mechanisms,
such as funding schemes, grants, subsidies, etc.,
regulatory mechanisms, such as laws and
regulations, and other mechanisms that are noncoercive, such as government programmes. These
mechanisms allow collaboration to occur,
generate development in specific sectors, and
move the economy in a particular direction.
Suggested readings

Suggested readings
3 ways to nurture collaboration between
universities and industry - link (website)
Focus: An article describing how UBC can be
fostered.

Refreshener

Tip for SMEs

Why Companies and Universities Should
Forge Long-Term Collaborations – link
(article)
Focus: Kenneth R. Lutchen describes why longterm UBC should be pursued.
Boundary Spanning– link (article)
Focus: This article describes boundary
spanning, best practices related to the topic
and how to span boundaries in an
organization.
How to apply for European funding as HEISME consortia – link (article)
Focus: This article addresses what drives HEISME consortia to apply for European funding,
the skills and capabilities needed, the main
challenges, and the success strategies.

Digital Intervention to UBC I: Online Network
Platforms as Support Mechanisms to UBC –
link (article)
Focus: How online platforms can support UBC
and examples where such platforms are used.

Tools
Five reasons why universities collaborate with
industry – link (video)
This video highlights five benefits most often
cited by research leaders for UBC..

A framework to improve university-industry
collaboration - link (paper)
Focus: A literature review of best practices,
barriers to collaboration and various models
proposed in the past for successful UBC.
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How to align needs and opportunities
What will you learn in this module?

•
•
•
•

How to recognise the needs and challenges of stakeholders in the regional ecosystem
How to recognise the strengths and advantages of the region and undertake asset mapping
To be aware of emerging technologies and trends in Europe and to be aware of channels to
scout these new technologies and opportunities
To understand how to evaluate the relevance and potential of emerging and innovative
technologies at an early stage

In this module we are going to learn about one of
the most significant parts of proposal design.
Before we start writing a proposal, we have to be
able to know what we are capable of achieving
and how to achieve it. We must be able to identify
the opportunities around us and be mindful of
what we can achieve.
It is evident that the current Horizon Europe
program focusses even more on the Impact of
proposals as compared to previous calls. Previous
calls have focussed heavily on funding for
Research (targeting mostly HEIs and large research
organizations) and comparatively less on the
business site. This has now shifted to a higher TRL
(Technology Readiness Level) and the current aim
is to fund proposals that are feasible and realistic,
have the highest impact and are more closely
linked to market needs. In addition, there are
efforts to bring Academia (i.e. mainly research
phase) and business closer together (economic
impact), aiming to transform research results to
actual products that will have a positive impact on
our health, culture, society, the environment and
other topics.

Organisation Strenghts
and weaknesses

Allignment of ideas
with project calls

Winning Horizon Europe projects are normally
multidisciplinary with partners who are
complementary to each other, thus making a
strong consortium in which all partners are
experts in their fields. Figure x shows the different
scouting for ideas phases. One of the most
important steps in writing a proposal or joining a
consortium is organisational self-awareness.
The first step, therefore, is for organisations to
learn about their strengths and their weaknesses.
Through this self-knowledge they develop an
understanding of what the missing pieces of the
puzzle are that will make a winning project
proposal that will benefit partner organisations
and have great impact, as per Horizon Europe
guidelines.
What can we achieve?
Before we even decide on which proposal we are
going to start working on, we need to understand
organisational strengths and weaknesses at an
internal level. What are we good at? Which topics
do we have knowledge on and which do we not?

Idea Generation
methods

Stakeholders/finding
partners

Figure x - Scouting for ideas phases (source: Novatex)
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In this module we want to focus on the
‘’Strengths’’ and ‘’Weaknesses’’ part of the SWOT
analysis to get an idea of what we can do best
either on a personal level or an organizational
level. It is also important to include stakeholders
(partners, target groups etc.) in the analysis once
we have identified our own ‘’Strengths’’ and
‘’Weaknesses’’ in order to better understand what
can actually be achieved with our wider network.
When knowing what you or your organisation is
capable of, you can start scouting for project calls.
There are thousands of calls announced by the
European Commission and it would be a waste of
time to work on a proposal which we do not have
the proper experience and knowledge for. After
we identify the areas in which we believe we have
sufficient experience, we are going to limit our

focus solely to these areas in order to save
resources and workhours. It is important to be
conscious of resources as writing a proposal and
building a consortium are time consuming
activities, and a failed proposal will result in
wasted work-hours and resources. It is important
to be realistic with ourselves in order to get an
accurate SWOT analysis.
The process of identifying our Strengths and
Weaknesses is an internal affair
1. Always start with the Strengths. Brainstorm
your strengths as a business and ensure a
complete and detailed list. At this stage, place as
many as possible because you’ll be refining these
later.
2. Focus on Weaknesses. Once we have
completed the list of our Strengths, it’s time to
focus on the weaknesses of our organisation. This
is the mirror image to the Strengths and if you
have already been through the strengths process

•What do we do best?
•What topics doe we
have knowledge on?
•What is our competitive
advantage?

•What topics we do not
have knowledge on?
•What basic skills are we
lacking on?

STRENGTHSinternal

WEAKNESSESinternal

OPPORTUNITIESexternal

THREATSexternal

•Based on our strenghts,
what opportunities can
we seise?

•What trends, conditions
or competitors pose a
threat to us?
•Can our weaknesses
create a threat to our
objectives?

Figure x - Basic SWOT analysis (source: Novatex)
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The most popular tool to do identify our strength
and weaknesses is the SWOT analysis which also
allows us to identify the ‘‘opportunities’’ and the
‘’threats’’ (see figure x).
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Helpful questions to identify Strengths
•
•
•
•

What skills do I and my team excell at?
What topics do I like and have knowledge on?
Would my experience provide a competitive
advantage in this call?
Can my organisation deliver what is written in
the proposal?

Helpful questions to identify Weaknesses
•
•
•

Does my organisation have the resources for
this proposal?
Do I have the neccesary experience for this
call?
Is my consortium capable of contributing to
such call?

Tip for HEIs
HEIs should identify what expertise their
academics can offer to SMEs in a
university-business-collaboration as well as
the availability of these staff.

Tips specific for SMEs
SWOT analysis is a significant tool for all
organisations no matter their size and
nature. Every organization needs to
identify their Strengths and Weakness at
an internal level first.

Suggested readings

Are you doing the SWOT analysis
backwards? By Laurence Minsky and David
Aron – link
A useful article by the Harvard Business
Review which analyses a better way of
conducting a SWOT analysis.
SWOT Analysis Understanding Your
Business – link

Concept and proposal
design

you should be able to quickly identify this second
list. It is important to be honest with ourselves and
to include our failures, lack of skills etc.

SWOT Analysis is a tool that can help you
to analyse what your company does best
right now, and to devise a successful
strategy for the future
How to Perform a SWOT Analysis for Your
Small Business – link
This Guide includes information about
SWOT analysis for small business. Albeit
generic it covers most of SME
organisations in EUROPE.

Tools

SWOT Analysis for Education, Schools,
Colleges and Universities by Mike Morrison
– link
This is a guide aimed at educational
institutions on how to conduct a proper
SWOT analysis.
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Identify external factors

Suggested readings

The PESTEL canvas in figure x includes some
questions that organisations have to answer
regarding Horizon Europe proposals. There are of
course many questions we must ask ourselves in
order to get a holistic image of our region and its
needs, the opportunities and strengths that might
exist within it and its threats. Each region is
different and thus it is crucial to implement this
analysis when we are looking for proposal ideas.
One of the main outcomes of this PESTEL is that
we are going to be able to recognize the
challenges and needs of the stakeholders in the
region.

Politics
•Are there any
specific
regulations?
•What branch of
the
government is
responsible for
European
funds?

Economy
•What is the
budget of your
National
Agency?
•What are the
funding rates?

PESTEL analysis, CIPD – link
This resource describes the basic concept of
PESTEL analysis and it also includes factsheets.

Asset Mapping
Once we are done with the SWOT and PESTEL
analysis we are going to move on to the next step
which is to undertake an asset mapping exercise.
This is a systematic process of cataloguing key
services, benefits, and resources within the
community, such as individuals' skill sets,
organisational
resources,
physical
space,
institutions, associations, and elements of the
local economy. This process can help us to:
•
•
•

Identify community assets and strengths
Ensure the intervention’s relevance
community needs
Obtain buy-in from the community

to

It is obvious that asset mapping has to do with our
regional ecosystem and regional stakeholders as
we need to identify our target groups and
potential partners. In figure x you can find an
example on what community assets look like.

Social

Technology

•What are the
social norms in
your region?
•What are the
marginilised
groups in your
region and how
big are they?
•Who are the
stakeholders?

•What are the
latest trends in
your country?
•Does new
technology
arrive fast to
your region and
does it get
applied?

Environmental
•What are the
regional
environmental
laws and are
they
satisfactory?
•Is there a need
for change
regarding
environmental
protection?

Legal
•What laws are
applied in your
region
regarding
fundings,
oblications etc?
•Is there a need
for

Figure x - custom PESTEL questions for this module
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The second section of this module is focusing on
how to identify external factors that affect our
environment. For this we are going to use the
PESTEL Analysis. This is a strategic framework used
to evaluate the external environment of an
organisation by breaking down the opportunities
and risks into Political, Economic, Social,
Technological, Environmental, and Legal factors.
The PESTEL analysis is very important while
scouting for ideas because it allows us to identify
opportunities and threats in our REGIONAL
ECOSYSTEM. The difference between the PESTESL
and the SWOT analysis is that the PESTEL analysis
is mostly used to identify the effect of external
factors in our ecosystem, and the SWOT analysis is
use to identify internal factors that affect our
organisation.
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Figure x Example of Community Assets (source: Discovering Community Power: A Guide to Mobilizing Local
Assets and Your Organization’s Capacity, Kretzmann, J. & McKnight, J.; Asset-Based Community Development
Institute, School of Education and Social Policy; Northwestern University, 2005.)

Planning out your Scouting

Alignment of ideas with project calls

Before starting to scout for ideas, it is important to
plan out the various parts of this process. We have
prepared a chart that provides an image of the
various parts of ‘’scouting for ideas’’, see figure x.
We will outline the four main elements, from left
to right.

Do not hesitate to contact your National Agency to
ask questions and seek more information; National
Agencies are the ones responsible for assisting you
with your projects and calls. The European
commission has launched a very useful tool called
S3 Specialisation. The purpose of which is to
provide advice to EU countries and regions for the
design and implementation of their Smart
Specialisation Strategy (S3). It is also advised to
enquire about the funding rate for a call that you
are interested in, and what TRL level it operates at
in order to make sure that you are actually
financially able to work on a call

Organisational strengths and weaknesses
Once you have used the SWOT analysis and you
have identified your organisation’s strengths and
weaknesses and managed to identify which topics
you are going to work on, it is suggested to build
on your existing accomplishments. Seek calls that
are related to topics that you have already worked
on.
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Idea Generation methods

contact with various organisations regarding the
stakeholders of the proposal you are writing in
order to get in touch with people who might want
to join you.

Another useful tool provided by the European
Commission is the ability to search for past or ongoing projects that have received funding from the
European Commission and are suggested as good
practices. Additionally, once you identify ‘’good
practices’’ that fit with your proposal, it is
suggested to use other business templates to plan
out the progress, milestones and deliverables of
the proposal you are writing. Explore the grants
and tender section on the website of the
European Commission and browse through the
calls to scout for calls that might interest you.

Latest trends
Once you have a general idea on how to scout for
ideas and on how to look for calls that suit you, we
would like to discuss the latest trends. The Horizon
Europe program focuses mainly on science,
innovation, and industrial reform. Once you start
looking at the calls available, you will discover that
many of the calls have to do with new and
emerging technologies that can be used to better
our lives.

Stakeholders/Partner finding
There is a different module designed for this topic,
but it is still worth mentioning. Forming a
consortium is very important for Horizon Europe
projects. Seek to find partners from various areas
both in business and academia. Additionally, make

Scouting for ideas

Organisation strenghts
and weaknesses

Alignment of ideas with
project calls

Idea Generation methods

Stakeholders/Partner
finding

Building on existing
accomplishments

Feedback from NAs and
policy makers

Existing winning proposals
and calls

Long term
orientation/Foresight

Existing realted projects

S3 Specialisations

Business model canvas etc

Partner
needs/complementarity

Funding rates/TRL levels

Identify current and
upcoming calls based on
organisation capabilities

Networking/Partner
finding tools

Figure x - Custom chart for planning out your scouting (source: Novatex)
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The more time we spend planning and scouting,
the more likely we are to find a call that actually
suits us. There are many negatives that can arise
from writing and submitting a proposal that does
not suit us.
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There are various ways to scout for new and
emerging technologies, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Join tech forums
Academic Literature surveys
Social media
Search engines
Attend technological events

Concept and proposal
design

The world around us is constantly changing and
we have to keep up with the latest trends and
their applications. It might sound like a difficult
task, but the easiest way to do your own research.
Everything you need to know is to be found on the
internet. The important aspect of doing your own
research is to be able to evaluate the relevance
and potential of these new technologies. It is
necessary to evaluate these technologies based on
specific criteria. Whilst we are the ones choosing
this criteria, they have to align with the Horizon
Europe Pillars and the external environmental
factors found through the PESTEL analysis. We
should take into consideration the time spectrum
of a particular emerging technology, its impact and
how significant it looks like it’s going to be.

Are you an educator?
You can click here to go to the syllabus on page xx.
This syllabus includes suggestions on the delivery
of the module.
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How to write a winning proposal for Horizon Europe
What will you learn in this module?

•
•
•
•
•

Proposal writing objectives and approach
Structuring the project framework
Designing projects for impact
Planning the proposal writing process
Writing a compelling proposal narrative

This module will take you through the process of
writing a proposal, with a focus on Horizon Europe
programme funding. The first step in proposal
development is developing an understanding of
the objectives for the programme you are applying
or the actual call and its overall connection to the
EU-level strategies and policies. This information
will be useful for conceptualisation of the overall
project proposal and its different sections. Based
on this input, the project proposal should be
structured to meet the call objectives and
additionally to have a logical framework designed
for social impact. Since Horizon Europe
applications consist of an extensive number of
sections and require clear, concise and to the
point writing, the process of proposal writing
should be planned out in advance. Finally, the
writing itself should address the questions in
different sections of the application and address
the following questions: Why this? Why now?
What aim? Why like this? Why you?

networking activities. Moreover, it fosters
collaborative
regional
and
international
partnerships between universities and various
other social stakeholders, public and private
institutions, industry, SMEs and NGOs. As such, it
supports the professional growth of academics
and professionals, and at the same time provides a
basis for institutional development for universities
and businesses. Considering the benefits that
being able to write excellent project proposals
brings forth, it is evident that investing time and
effort in mastering this skill is quite worthwhile.
Yet, even though most academics have experience
and skills in research and writing, many still
hesitate from engaging in project proposal writing.
Or, when they do write proposals, they utilise an
approach and style that reflects academic research
rather than business or social intervention. In fact,
the first step in mastering the skill of project
proposals writing is understanding the objectives
of that process in broader and narrower sense.

Understanding the Proposal Writing Objectives

In a broader context, purpose of writing a project
proposal is to address a problem, which might be
of a scientific, technological, industrial or social
nature. From the onset, proposal writing is a
process through which a problem is defined and
an intervention that should address the problem is
designed. As such, proposals conceptualise
connections between issues to indicate where an
intervention is necessary and why. Proposals
design interventions that aim to have an impact
and bring forth a certain change in contrast to the
existing state of things. Compared to traditional

Writing project proposals and especially writing
proposals for the Horizon Europe funding schemes
is an important element of career development
for researchers and business professionals in
Europe. It is a skill that takes one’s research and
career on the next level. The amount of funding
available through the Horizon Europe programmes
is significantly higher than most funding options
available through national grants and considerably
advances research, education, valorisation and
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In this module you will learn about …
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academic research which might be of fundamental
or explorative nature, project proposals are
impact oriented. Our research on universitybusiness collaboration indicates that the skills in
designing impact-oriented projects/research are
highly valued by European universities and
business, but are, at the same time, quite rare to
find in individuals. The ability to design projects
and research for impact highlights an in-depth
understanding of issues at stake, the
interconnections of these issues and how change
should be addressed. Therefore, beside possessing
knowledge of the topical and technical aspects of
the project or research, such in-depth
understanding would also include strong
managerial and organizational aspects of how the
knowledge
production
in
that
specific
initiative/study should be structured. Thus, this
competency underlines the ability to understand
needs, interests and values of all stakeholders
alongside the technical expertise.
In a narrower sense, writing project proposals
specifically for the Horizon Europe granting
schemes requires good understanding of
objectives of specific programmes and how
interventions should be designed. In comparison
to earlier funding approach for Horizon 2020 that
were activity-driven, the European Commission
now places a great emphasis on the impact of
proposed interventions. The Horizon Europe is “an
impact-driven framework progamme” which is
reflected in how programmes are structured: they
are organised around ‘Destinations’, describing
the expected impacts identified in the Strategic
Planning, and ‘topics’, describing the related
expected outcomes critical to the achievement of
such impacts, see figure x.

Therefore, the first step in the project proposal
writing process is an in-depth understanding of
objectives of the specific call open under the
Horizon
Europe
granting
scheme.
This
understanding should entail the comprehension
not only of topics but also of the desired approach
and suggested design of interventions. This
information should then be taken into
consideration when designing the methodological
approach for the proposed intervention and its
impact. Another aspect which is useful to consider
before starting the proposal writing is a detailed
review and understanding of the evaluation
criteria for the specific call. This information
includes the evaluation approach and questions
evaluators will use to assess and score project
proposals
(European
Commission,
2021).
Programmes under the Horizon Europe funding
scheme have been restructured compared to the
Horizon 2020, see figure x. It can be useful to
explore different programme options to
understand which one is the best fit for a potential
project and the consortium.

Tip: review past and ongoing EU
projects
A useful approach for beginners in writing
project proposals is to review successful
projects the European Commission has
funded earlier. CORDIS website and
Projects & Results (links bellow) include
overview of past and ongoing funded
projects. These provide useful insights how
projects have been designed and
partnerships established.

Figure x From EU Priorities to Work Programme Destinations (Source: Horizon Europe (HORIZON) Programme Guide)
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Figure x Horizon Europe programmes structure (Source: European Commission, 2022)

Suggested readings

Horizon Europe (HORIZON) Programme
Guide – link (guidebook)

This Guide includes information about
Horizon Europe structure, objectives,
partnerships, ethical rules and links,
gender and inclusiveness approaches and
various other information.
Horizon Europe Open Calls – link (webpage)
To apply for a Horizon Europe grant you
need to identify open calls on the Horizon
Europe Funding & tender opportunities
webpage. Calls are searchable through
keywords and filters (destinations,
missions, priorities, etc.).

Tools
IT How to… Horizon Europe – link (webpage)
The European Commission has prepared online
tools and visual guides on how to prepare and
submit a proposal. Here you can find
information on proposal forms and how to
access and prepare them.

CORDIS Research results - link (webpage)
The Community Research and Development
Information Service (CORDIS) is the European
Commission's primary source of results from
the projects funded by the EU's framework
programmes for research and innovation (FP1
to Horizon 2020).

Horizon Europe Proposal Evaluation - link
(guidebook)
Read about the evaluation process and
criteria for different Horizon Europe
programmes and questions evaluators will
use to assess and score project proposals.
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Once the general objectives and approach of a
potential project are identified, the proposal
writing process can start. However, for most
Horizon Europe programmes an application starts
with submission of a concept note. In such cases,
the proposal consists of a 2-stage application
procedure. Firstly, the concept note is submitted,
and if the concept is successful, then secondly,
drafting and submission of the full project
proposal can take place. A concept note is an
outline of a research or applied project proposal
which is submitted as a basis for seeking funding.
The Concept note includes the main information
about the proposed project in shorter text: the
background and description of the project, a
justification of why project is needed, the
consortium and a description of work packages
and activities.
However, before or alongside preparation of the
concept note, it is highly useful to outline the
general project methodology, and logically
structure all elements in the project to ensure
cohesion between them. Namely, based on the
review of objectives for the specific call and
evaluation criteria, the initial design of the
intervention from the project proposal can be
drafted in a concept note and/or in a logical
framework matrix. These are usual tools many
project developers use.

The Logical Framework Matrix provides the
structure through which coherence between the
identified problem and the proposed interventions
that should lead towards a solution can be
checked and strengthened. It provides an
explanation on how, in given context, the planned
project outputs will lead to desired outcomes, and
how outcomes will lead to expected impact.
This step can be taken if someone has sufficiency
information on the actual problem and solution
which will be articulated in the project proposal. In
cases where proposal writer is assisting other
researchers or working collaboratively with a large
team, she/he will need to consult collaborators on
specific aspects of the project proposal for their
input and insights. This collaborative approach
requires the organisations of meeting, consultative
sessions and collaborative planning and writing
sessions which are oftentimes time consuming.
Therefore, the process of structuring the proposal
framework and writing the actual proposal require
significant amounts of time that should be
planned for and taken into consideration. For this
purpose, it is useful to develop a timeline for the
whole proposal writing process and include
information on specific tasks, necessary
deliverables, responsibilities, and deadlines. As
such, the proposal writing process, especially for
larger Horizon Europe programmes and bigger
consortiums, is a project of its self or should be

Figure x Components of a Results Chain (Source: OECD DAC)
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seen as part of the project, which usually takes
from several months up to one year.

Suggested readings cont.
PERT Chart – link (webpage)

Use the result-based management and the
logical framework matrix meticulously to
ensure the proposed project is designed for
impact. A good approach to do this is to
develop human-centered solutions.
However, do not start with the solution but
rather start with the problem and think
about the people and diverse stakeholders
involved in the situation. How are different
stakeholders involved in problem and what
do they need/want? What kind of changes
are currently underway and what kind of
opportunities they bring? How does your
proposed project utilize existing
opportunities for impact? How will you
provide value for different stakeholders?

A PERT chart or diagram is a project
management tool used to schedule, organise
and coordinate tasks within a project. It
provides a graphical representation of a
project's timeline that enables project
managers to break down each individual task
in the project for analysis.
Horizon Europe Application Events – link
(webpage)
On this webpage you can find links to webinars
on different aspects of the application process.
It includes links to past events with video
recordings.

Tools
A useful tool for planning time both during the
proposal writing process and the entire project
implementation is a Gantt chart (see figure x),
where work packages, milestones or tasks can be
listed over specific periods of time in a visual
manner.

Horizon Europe Steps for applying – link
(webpage)
The webpage provides overview of all steps for
the application process and includes web links
to additional information and webpages.

Suggested readings
Horizon Europe Steps for applying – link
(webpage)
The webpage provides overview of all steps for
the application process and includes web links
to additional information and webpages.
Logical Framework Approach – link and link
(webpages)

Logical Framework Approach – link and link
(webpages)
The Logical Framework Approach is a useful
tool when thinking and designing a project as
it provides a methodological approach in
structuring relationships between planned
projects.
PERT Chart – link (webpage)

The Logical Framework Approach is a useful
tool when thinking and designing a project as it
provides a methodological approach in
structuring relationships between planned
projects.

A PERT chart or diagram is a project
management tool used to schedule, organise
and coordinate tasks within a project. It
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Tools cont.
provides a graphical representation of a
project's timeline that enables project
managers to break down each individual task
in the project for analysis.
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design

Horizon Europe Application Events – link
(webpage)
On this webpage you can find links to
webinars on different aspects of the
application process. It includes links to past
events with video recordings.

Figure x Example of a Gantt chart (taken from the IQubits project website. Project funded Horizon 2020 Research and
Innovation Programme (Source: IQubits)
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Both of the previous sections highlight impact as
the focus of the proposal writing process. This
section will do the same, but here attention is
focussed on the roadmap or the vision towards
the expected impact, which is basically the core of
the project proposal. The main objective of the
proposed project is to convince evaluators to fund
the project. Researchers might have an in-depth
understanding of a field and necessary
interventions, but the proposal writing entails
communicating this information to others who
might not have similar or any expertise in the
given area.
This is a useful process for the implementing
researchers and professionals as it pushes them to
rethink the dynamic between problems and
challenges that will be addressed in a highly
systematic manner and ensure that complex
circumstances and risks will be mitigated. This
process is useful because it identifies assumptions
which are used by those involved and forces them
to rethink these in order to remove any lack of
clarity or uncertainty.
Therefore, the project proposal should be a
convincing narrative about a compelling
intervention. To do so, the project proposal should
be written in a concise and clear manner and
writing style. In order to achieve this, the proposal
should clearly stipulate why the problem that the
project addresses is important, why the problem
should be tackled now, how the proposed
intervention will ensure the expected impact, as
well as why the proposed consortium is the right
team to do it.

The relevance of the problem should come first as
providing an answer to why something needs to
be done justifies the action. In proposals, the
relevance of the problem is described in the
background information on the state of the art
and the needs analysis. Here, the problem should
be clearly stipulated and provided arguments
should demonstrate why the problem matters and
for whom. What happens if the problem is left

unsolved? What kind of changes will take place if
problem is mitigated? Even in the case where
researchers are working on a specific item or a
technology, the connection to larger social issues
should be made and highlighted.
Another important aspect of the problem
definition is specifying it in relation to the planned
intervention. If a proposal describes a problem
where only additional resources are necessary
(human or material) then this might not be a
convincing basis for justifying the project. Instead,
the problem should stem out of an intervention
where novel research is indispensable since the
solution cannot simply be met by industry or the
government alone. Moreover, the intervention
should rely on the utilisation of interdisciplinary,
multidisciplinary, or transdisciplinary approaches
and the involvement of experimentation and pilot
testing over longer periods of time. This is
especially relevant for the Horizon Europe
programmes.
The next step in the proposal argumentation is an
explanation of why the problem is relevant at the
particular time of the application. Why should the
problem be addressed at this point of time? How
is it connected to earlier developments and
issues? Are new opportunities arising to solve an
already existing problem or is the problem
emerging as a novel development due to recent
changes? Why should resources be allocated to
solving this problem?
Additionally, since the same or similar problems
are addressed by other researchers and
stakeholders, showcasing what kind of approaches
others have been using in comparison to the
proposed intervention is very important. This
attests to the social or industrial understanding of
the problem and differentiates and justifies the
project.
As stressed earlier, the impact section is also quite
important for the Horizon Europe evaluation
scores. Here the impact presents not only the
overall objective of the project but is also the
influence that the proposed intervention will have
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Ultimately, a compelling intervention needs to
showcase how the consortium/project team is the
right group of stakeholders and professionals to
make the proposed solution a reality. In the
proposal application this means demonstrating
and highlighting capacities that are relevant to the
activities and work packages that organizations
and individuals will be leading, as well as a good
structure for the project management, division of
roles, dissemination and communication activities,
and the risk mitigation approach.
Finally, the proposal should directly address all
questions in the application form. Oftentimes,
certain sections include multiple questions that
should be answered. Once the proposal is written,
it is useful to doublecheck that nothing was left
out. Evaluators will spend limited time reading the
proposal, which means it is of great importance
that the text is clear and coherent. All sections in
the proposed projects should be connected,
meaning that the proposal should be consistent in
used terms but also present a coherent narrative.
In other words, the proposal needs to showcase a
captivating scenario whose impeding impact both
convinces evaluators as well as motivates involved
researchers and professionals to devote their time
and effort in substantive and meaningful project
actions.

Suggested readings
How to Write a Winning Project Proposal – link
(article)
This Medium article by Nick Feamster offers
valuable advice on proposal writing based on
author’s experience in winning projects.
How to write a convincing Impact Section for a
Horizon Europe proposal – link (article)
This article provides more information on
writing the Impact section.

Tools
Horizon Europe Programme Standard
Application Form (HE RIA, IA). Application form
(Part A). Project proposal – Technical
description (Part B) – link (document)
The document is the Project proposal template
for the Horizon Europe application.
Publications Office of the European Union – link
(webpage)
This website contains publications, including
various reports on specific issues, which can be
useful for mapping the state of the art in many
fields in Europe.
Free online course: Better Business Writing in
English – link (online course)
An important skill for clear and coherent
writing is mastering English.
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roadmap of how this influence will be ensured
should be clearly planned out. The main aim of the
impact description is demonstrating that the
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technical use and bring forth meaningful change
for the target groups. Thus, to be able to
persuasively demonstrate impact, in-depth
understanding of the end users of project outputs
and their needs should be evident.
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Common mistakes in preparing proposals

Why you?

Why this? Why now? What aim? Why like this?
Why you?

Not the right:

Process problems
•

•
•

Not having someone dedicated to managing
the process of creating the proposal
including acquiring consortium partners
Not having a small team of drafters to keep
consistency in the proposal
Not have the financials done by someone
experienced in the call or in creating project
financials

Writing errors
•
•

What aim? Why like this?
•
There is no clear primary aim or sub-aims
described
•
There is a lack of connection between (i)
the aims and (ii) the activities in the project
and (iii) the expected outcomes
•
The method or approach described in the
project isn’t likely to get the outcome
desired
•
The timeline for the project doesn’t allow
sufficient time for successful project
completion,
proper
target
group
engagement, or time to create impact
•
The project is challenging but not feasible in
the time or budget or with the consortium
in the project
•
Adequate quality measures and processes
are not in place
•
The finance requested doesn’t match the
workload in the different work-packages

mix of partners
amount of partners
expertise
geographic spread

•

Not responding to the questions or the
points requested in the call
The language of your proposal does not
match that of the call e.g. focus on
sustainability whilst the call asks for the
circular economy
Using a mix of terms rather than consistent
use of terms e.g. using all of green,
sustainable.
circular
economy,
regenerative… at various points during the
proposal.

Are you an educator?
You can click here to go to the syllabus on page xx.
This syllabus includes suggestions on the delivery
of the module.
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Why this? Why now?
•
The topic is not aligned with the focus of
the call e.g. call specifies university-business
cooperation in higher education and the
proposal is prepared about innovation in
higher education generally
•
The project is not innovative enough or has
been done before
•
The reason why this project is absolutely
necessary is not clearly explained
•
The specific problem you are addressing is
not described clearly and aligned with the
outcomes you expect from the project
•
The urgency for addressing the problem is
not clear
•
This isn’t a strong impact beyond the
project finish and beyond the project
consortium

•
•
•
•
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Managing the financial and administrative aspects
What will you learn in this module?
In this module you will learn about …
the financial and administrative elements and procedures of Horizon Europe
setting good routines regarding the financial and administrative elements

In this module you will learn about the complexity
of Horizon Europe projects in terms of financial
and administrative aspects. The module seeks to
breakdown
the
different
financial
and
administrative elements that need to be
considered as well as to give some tips to help to
set good routines.
Horizon Europe aims to tackle difficult problems
and develop ambitious solutions; therefore,
complexity is built in to the very definition and
design of the programme. These characteristics
lead to a couple of considerations:
•

•

Increasingly, even the most experienced
participants rely on external evaluators,
writers, consultants or experts to assist not
only in the proposal preparation but in the
administrative and finance phase of project
execution. These agents can be included as a
partner in the consortium or be subcontracted;
However, their costs are not eligible for
remuneration as part of the grant, which
means the budget is at the coordinator
expense (or shared by consortium members).
Should the reader need to explore this option,
he/she might contact the NCP to gather
references.
It is commonly accepted that any agent with an
interest in Horizon Europe has a certain degree
of experience in R&D and/or innovation
projects. Thus, the execution quality standards

are very similar. The huge difference between
other R&D and/or innovation projects and
Horizon Europe and the difficulty is on the
preparation and contract agreement. This
content is developed accordingly.
General Information
The most simplistic approach to Horizon Europe,
pillar II, is to consider a very specific thematic
project to be applied in a consortium where most
participants take either coordinator or beneficiary
roles. After some months of preparation, the
project application form will be filled in online and
is comprised of two parts:
Part A (to be filled in directly online) contains
administrative information about the applicant
organisations (future coordinator, beneficiaries
and affiliated entities), the summarised budget for
the proposal and call-specific questions;
Part B (to be downloaded from the Portal
submission system, completed and then
assembled and re-uploaded as a PDF in the
system) contains the technical description of the
project. A basic flow of a grant project is shown in
the figure x.
Most of the information related to the conditions,
obligations and specifications of each call can be
found on the topic page in the Funding and
Tenders Portal, and more specific information can
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Submission
Call publication
Call opening
Submission of registration
Submission of proposal

Approved
Grant Agreement preparation
Grant Agreement signature

Signed

Execution

End

Accession forms signed by beneficiaries
Pre-financing payment
Submission of progress, reports and deliverables
Submission of compliance statements
Payment rectifications and withdrawals
Certifications and Audit

Figure x: Basic flow of a grant project (source: UC3M)

•

The Programme Guide which provides relevant
background information.

•

The General Annexes which outline the general
conditions applicable to calls and topics for
grants and other forms of funding under the
Horizon Europe main work programme. They
also describe the evaluation and award
procedures and other criteria for Horizon
Europe funding.

•

The Annotated Grant Agreement (AGA), which
covers the actions grants normally funded
based on actual cost incurred by the
beneficiaries and contains detailed annotations
on all the provisions in the grant agreement.
(Other categories of grants are covered by
other agreements)

These documents will be further elaborated on in
this module. Additionally, Horizon Europe´s
documents and templates are hosted in the
reference document page of the EU website,
divided into the following categories:
• Legislation
• Work programme & call documents
• Grant agreements and contracts
• Simplified cost decisions
• Guidance
• Templates & forms
• Funding & Tenders Portal

These documents and templates can be accessed
through this link.
Please note that some documents available under
the «Guidance» title of the Horizon Europe
repository are draft versions which might be
further developed in different related documents,
however, these versions do not differ significantly.
(i.e MGA in the Guidance is further developed in
those host under the title «Grant agreements and
contracts).
One reminder: the National Contact Points
Network is the main structure to provide
guidance, practical information and assistance on
all aspects of participation in Horizon Europe.
NCPs provide:
•

Guidance on choosing relevant Horizon Europe
topics and types of action

•

Advice on administrative procedures and
contractual issues

•

Training and assistance on proposal writing

•

Distribution

of

documentation

(forms,

guidelines, manuals etc.)
•

Assistance in partner search

Do not hesitate to contact them from the
beginning of your interest in the programme. Find
your nearest NCP through this link.
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Suggested readings

•

which has lead to a mandatory gender equality
plan (GEP) which is a now requirement by
default. In the proposal template, applicants
are requested to describe how the gender
dimension is considered in the project.

•

The effective integration of social science and
humanities (SSH) to respond to complex
societal issues; contributions from the SSH
disciplines would be evaluated in the proposal.
Furthermore, in topics denominated as “SSH
flagged topics”, applicants should ensure that i)
contributions from SSH disciplines are
integrated throughout the project, and ii) the
added value of those contributions are clearly
stated in the proposal. (SSH: social and
behavioural sciences, education science,
journalism and information, business and
administration, law, humanities, and arts).

•

Social innovation is another cross-cutting
specific issue in Horizon Europe, as it is
considered very appropriate to address global
challenges;
therefore,
applicants
are
encouraged to consider social innovation as a
way to meet the topic´s objectives. Social
innovation is considered to be the
development of new products, services or
methods mad for and with society, involving
different agents of the Quadruple Helix.

•

Ethics and integrity is an integral part in all
domains concerning all activities of the
programme. This process is called the Ethics
Appraisal Procedure and includes: i) the Ethics
Review Procedure (before the start of the
project), and ii) the Ethics Checks, Reviews and
Audits (during the project). The Ethics
Assessment can lead to ethics requirements
that become contractual obligations.

•

Security rules on the protection of classified
information against unauthorised disclosure.
The process to assess and address the security
dimension is called the Security Appraisal
Procedure, which includes the following key
steps: i) Security Self-assessment (at

The EU-Learning Handbook – link
The handbook about EU-Funding Opportunities
2021-2027 provides an overview of the main
funding instruments offered by the European
Union, including general information, such as
the funding instrument structure, the thematic
priorities, or eligible applicants.

Euresearch Webinar - Horizon Europe in a
Nutshell – link
A one hour and 30 minutes webinar about
getting to know Horizon Europe.

General requirements and obligations of Horizon
Europe: The Programme Guide
Relevant general information for preparing the
proposal with regard to political priorities and
background of the Horizon Europe programme
The Programme Guide helps users, applicants and
beneficiaries to understand the programme and
highlights relevant elements to consider in most of
the work programmes of Horizon Europe.
(Exceptions: EIC, EIT, ERC, MSCA, JRC, Euratom
Research and Training Programme and the
Institutionalised European Partnerships based on
articles 185 and 187 of the TFEU)
The following items are significant with regard to
the proposal:
•

•

The entire programme is impact-oriented,
thus, key performance indicators highlighting
expected impact and contribution of the
project to the objectives of the Commission are
mandatory.
A new eligibility criterion: Gender equality and
inclusiveness. This is a cross-cutting principle
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•

•

•

Dissemination and Exploitation activities are
mandatory
for
beneficiaries.
The
implementation of H2020 programme showed
some confusion on the concepts: dissemination
means the public disclosure of the results while
exploitation is the use of those results in
further research of innovation activities.
The programme guide provides some
guidelines for the dissemination, explotation
and communication activities (page 31.)

Open Science obligations from the proposal
stage to project reporting. The Open Science
approach considers both mandatory and
recommended practices to be integrated into
the proposal. The obligations can be found in
the Grant Agreement and/or the work
programme and call conditions. (Further info:
Programme Guide, pages 39 and next; and
Grant Agreement Model, Article 17.)
Do not Significant Harm (DNSH) principle
application, in particular relation to
sustainability and climate concerns

It might be useful to explore the application
template to check to which extent the potential
applicant has clarity in the content or to which
extent further understanding needs to be
developed. Please check the templates for the
application forms through this link.

The standard application template form RIA
(Research and Innovation Action) and IA
(Innovation Action) can be found using this link.
This template includes two parts:
Part A, for the administrative information. The
following displayed elements might be of special
attention:
•

General information and participants (including
gender and equality plan in page 14)

•

Epigraph 3, the budget for the proposal (page
16),

•

Epigraph 4 – Ethics and Security (page 18),
including an ethics self-assessment in page 22,

Part B, for the technical description of the project.
Starting in page 26, in which the reader will find a
guidance for the writing in this order:
•

the basic information of the project (with the
extension suggestions) such as: objectives and
ambition, methodology, research data
management as well as management of other
research outputs;

•

expected impact and measures to maximise
this as well as, dissemination, exploitation and
communication to be implemented, and

•

aspects of quality and efficiency of the
implementation, including standard acronyms
and tables for work packages descriptions, lists
of deliverables, milestones and risks.

Tip for HEIs

If you are a researcher, contact your
institutional European projects´ unit,
service, or experts.
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preparation stage); ii) the Security Review
Procedure (before the start of the project) and,
iii) the Security checks.
The Security Review procedure considers the
security requirements to be fulfilled before the
signature of the Grant Agreement and may
include limiting the dissemination level of
certain deliverables for security reasons,
classifying certain deliverables or other
security recommendations (i.e: appointing a
Project Security Officer, establishing a Security
Advisory Board, ensuring that personnel has
followed security trainings, limiting the level of
detail, using a fake scenario, etc.)
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Tools

Tip for SMEs

Standard Application Form (HE RIA, IA) – link

Get familiar with Horizon Europe by joining
a proposal as a beneficiary before
assuming the coordinator´s role.

The standard application template from RIA
(Research and Innovation Action) and IA
(Innovation Action

General tips
Take your time, consider several months

•

Establish close contact with the NPC

•

Excellence is a must

Suggested readings

The Programme Guide – link
A guide to understanding the programme
that gives very relevant elements to
consider in most of the work programmes
in Horizon Europe.
Gendered innovations 2. How inclusive
analysis contributes to research and
innovation: policy review – link
This report contains definitions of terms
and methods relating to sex, gender and
intersectional analysis, interdisciplinary
case studies displaying how to integrate
the gender dimension into various fields of
research and innovation, as well as
concrete policy recommendations. The
material presented provides guidance for
the Horizon Europe framework programme
and seeks to contribute to the achievement
of the UN SDGs.
“How to complete your ethics selfassessment guide” – link
A guide to completing the ethics selfassessment required not only in the
proposal but also during the project
execution.

The General Annexes and Grant Agreement
From the approval moment onward, it is
suggested that the project coordinator keeps in
close contact with the Project Officer. The Project
Officer works for the Commission and is the main
contact point for any matter regarding the grant
agreement and later reporting.

These General Annexes set out the general
conditions applicable to calls and topics for grants
and other forms of funding under the Horizon
Europe main work programme. The General
Annexes outline the conditions and criteria for:
•

Admissibility: online submission of a readable,
accessible and printable document

•

Eligibility: This epigraph includes i) basic rules
for the Consortium composition, the term of
“legal entity” and requirements of the
participants, ii) the research and innovative
nature, as the projects must focus exclusively
on civil applications, and consider certain
limitations, iii) defines the types of actions in
the programme, and iv) other specifications
regarding ethics, security, gender equality and
financial support to third parties.

•

Financial and operational capacity and
exclusion: Applicants must have the know-how,
qualifications and resources to successfully
implement their tasks in the project and
contribute their share. This operational
capacity assessment will be carried out during
the evaluation of the award criterion ‘Quality
and efficiency of the implementation’.
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• Annex 1: Description of the action
• Annex 2: Estimated budget for the action,
taking into account: personnel costs,
subcontracting costs, purchase costs
(travelling, equipment and other goods or
services), other cost categories and, indirect
costs.
• Annex 3: Accession forms
• Annex 4 Model for the financial Statements
• Annex 5 Specific rules such as Security, Ethics
(i.e. research integrity), Values, IPR,
Communication, Dissemination, Open Science
and Visibility, and other if applicable)

Additionally, applicants must have stable and
sufficient resources based on neutral financial
indicators. This epigraph also lists exclusion
criteria.
Award criteria: once the proposal is eligible and
depending on the type of action, the proposals
will be evaluated and ranked against the
criteria of “Excellence”, “Impact” and “Quality
and Efficiency of the implementation”

•

The evaluation procedure and priority criteria
are explained in this epigraph.

•

Legal and financial set up of the grant
agreement

Figure x shows the general and basic structure of
the Horizon Europe Grant Agreement.
It might be of interest for the reader to check the
general content of the Model Grant Agreement
(MGA) to gain familiarity with the terms and
matters as the proposal will be the starting point
of the negotiation and it will rule the rest of the
project. The standard Model Grant Agreement can
be accessed through this link.

Additionally, the European Commission provides
specific conditions for actions implementing precommercial procurement or procurement of
innovative solutions.
The Grant Agreement is the formal legal
instrument that frames, defines and specifies the
grant conditions between the Commission and the
Consortium. It is composed of Preamble, “Terms
and Conditions”, and Annexes. The Annexes
disclose:

Core
part

Datasheet
A summary of the specific data of the
grant agreement
Articles
Grouped in six chapters

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

General Data
Participant
Grant
Reporting, payment and recoveries
Consequences of non-compliance, applicable law and
dispute settlement forum
Specific rules Annex 5 & Standard time-limits after project
end

Chapter 1 – General (Articles 1-2)
Chapter 2 – Action (Articles 3-4)
Chapter 3 – Grant (Articles 5-6)
Chapter 4 – Grant Implementation (Articles 7-26)
Chapter 5 – Consequences of non-compliances (Articles 27-35)
Chapter 6 – Final provisions (Articles 36-44)

Figure x : Structure of the Horizon Europe MGA (Source: European Commisson)
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Tools

Suggested readings
General Annexes – link

Horizon Europe Reference Documents – link

The General Annexes set out the general
conditions applicable to calls and topics for
grants and other forms of funding under the
Horizon Europe main work programme. These
annexes also describe the evaluation and
award procedures and other criteria for
Horizon Europe funding.

You can find the Validation and LEAR
appointment forms, and Grant agreement
preparation templates under ‘Templates &
forms’.

Running the project

A general guide made for information purposes
to assist EU grant beneficiaries.
Rules on Legal Entity Validation, LEAR
Appointment
and
Financial
Capacity
Assessment – link
This document sets out the rules for legal entity
validation, LEAR appointment and the
preparation of the financial capacity
assessment in the context of applications for
EU grants, tenders and prizes managed
through the EU Funding & Tenders Portal.
The submission and evaluation process – link
A short visual ppt about how to prepare a
successful proposal for Horizon Europe
Grant Agreement Preparation – link
A quick overview of the Grant Agreement
Preparation (GAP) (26.01.2022)

On behalf of the project consortium, the project
coordinator, as LEAR, submits all reports, payment
requests, deliverables and other documents
through the grant management service.
Thus, when facing the execution of the projects
the Gantt chart, cost (including personnel time
sheets), milestones and deliverables as well as the
mandatory document reviews (when applicable)
have to be considered by the project coordinator,
the work package leaders and the task owners,
and consequently implement proper project
management standards. Therefore, general
considerations for the proper development of the
management activities of a European project are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Always keep the project objectives in mind
Share a common folder with all partners for
the documents of the project
Follow the work plan chronologically
Define the mechanisms and responsibilities to
meet the milestones
Establish schedules to prepare and send
reports
Assign responsibilities for tasks
Establish mechanisms to track the resources
consumed during the project (financial and
personnel)
Resolve any contingency in advance
Notice that transparency, anticipation and
sharing, facilitate trust.
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It is highly recommended to establish different
levels of management according to the effort and
scope: on daily basis, for questions or minor
disagreements; monthly meetings, following up
the projects and activities to be taken during the
next month; biannual meetings, where technical,
administrative and economic deviations are to be
addressed; and/or annual, for a deep review of the
project progress and future adjustments.
It will start all with the kick-off meeting of the
project which will usually be a face-to-face
meeting (where possible). This meeting is of great
importance since, in many cases, it is the first
contact that the partners have with each other,
and, it is where the «governance» of the project
should be discussed. Governance topics include:
•

About the Consortium Agreement: clarify any
aspects that may have remained vague or
obscure during the consortium negotiation
phase. Each partner must make their
observations and suggestions.

•

•
•

The assistance of ALL project partners. It is
convenient to have an informal meeting with
all the partners before the launch meeting to
explore their position
Let the partners present their expectations,
capacity and contribution to the project
It is necessary to make a record of the topics
discussed at the meeting and achieve their
approval by all partners. This work is usually
the responsibility of the coordinator.
Suggested readings
Ex-ante and ex-post control: System and
Process Audits – link
Basic information about ex-ante and ex-post
control: System and Process Audits
Source reference: European Commission Research and Innovation

•

Analyse the work plan task by task. It should be
clear: the name of the task and those
responsible, dates (start and end date), people
who will participate, workloads and job
description, and the outputs.
About the administrative and execution phase:
Define templates and guidelines for internal
reports, progress reports and deliverables
(guidelines prepared by the coordinator)
• Dissect the project budget and study
possible items that have not been taken into
account in the proposal or in the contract
negotiation phase with the European
Commission. Pay Special attention to
subcontracting.
• Planning and date proposals for the next
meetings of the consortium.
• Deal with the specific issues of the project
that may be the cause of greater conflict.
•

Some suggestions for a successful kick-off meeting
•

Prepare the meeting, inform the agenda on
advance and also the request of materials to
the partners (i.e. presentations to be hold).

Provides clear, complete, relevant information
generally recognized as good practices for most
programs by the PMI (Project Management
Institution) well known worldwide professional
association for project management.
PMBOK® Guide – link
The PMI´s flagship publication providing
resources for effective project management in
any industry by the PMI.
The Master Guide to Controllers' Best Practices
– link
This guide (bookshelf) aims to provide
resources for enhancing skills in areas such as
strategic
planning,
budgeting,
risk
management, and business intelligence. The
guide provides a lot of interesting material as it
is draws on the most recent research on the
topic, and presents informative case studies as
well as tips from finance professionals.
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Tools
Horizon Europe Reference Documents – link
You can find the Project reporting templates
under ‘Templates & forms’

Are you an educator?

Project Management

You can click here to go to the syllabus on page xx.
This syllabus includes suggestions on the delivery
of the module.
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How to initiate and manage your Horizon Europe
partnerships
What will you learn in this module?
In this module you will learn about …
key aspects of partner identification and selection
what it means to take on the role as project coordinator
what to pay attention to before and when starting the joint project

The Horizon Europe programme accommodates
many ways of participation and application
pathways. The content of this module, however,
has been designed to fit best to Pillar II (Global
challenges
and
European
Industrial
Competitiveness) as joint applications of European
consortia is standard within this cluster. Also, this
focusses on joint efforts to drive collaborative
research, development or innovation activities.
The facilitation of such collaboration is the
declared mission of the Unite4Horizon project.
Nevertheless, the content of this module is also
suitable for other Horizon Europe Clusters,
whenever joint applications of different
organisational entities form(ed) the basis of a
proposal submission.
Module overview
The module will focus on two decisive stages of
your Horizon Europe (HE) application:
i) The first stage considered is the pre-funding
stage. In particular, this module will help you
understand key aspects of partner identification
and selection. It will also provide basic orientation
for what it means to take on the role of project
coordinator. However, this section will not deal
with any aspects related to actual proposal writing
or any other intellectual content dimension of
your HE application. For further guidance on the
latter,
we
recommend
consulting
the
Unite4Horizon Module “How to write a winning
proposal for Horizon Europe”. Nevertheless,
partner selection is closely related

to the communication of expectation towards any
potential partner – this necessarily involves
expectations and requirements that are needed
for both, a) submitting a convincing application
with the selected partner(s) and governance
structures of the joint initiative, as well as b)
preparing a functional operational structure for
the case that the project application receives
funding.
ii) The second stage this module covers, focuses
on the kick-off stage of your HE project. As such,
the module will provide guidance for what to pay
attention to when starting operations of the joint
project, especially for the time in between the
funding decision and the actual start of the project
as well as with regards to the first physical partner
meeting (kick-off).
Note: This module addresses organisations (and
responsible staff inside) that aim to set-up a HE
consortium. It is understood that such organization
does not necessarily need to become the lead
applicant or lead partner of the consortium.
However, for the sake of simplicity, the module is
written in a way that it prepares a potential
application coordinator and a lead partner for the
stages above. However, when joining a consortium
as regular partner, the recommendations in this
module may as well be understood as guidance to
check whether you are in good hands in terms of
preparatory and operational coordination work
done by the lead applicant or lead coordinator you
are working with.
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Main learnings in pre-funding stage:
•

•

•

•

What you need to know when deciding to
become a coordinator… (#coordinators
dilemma).
What to pay attention to when setting up a
consortium, esp. with regards to partner
identification and selection.
Why an early exchange inside the consortium is
key to generate a mutual understanding of key
concepts and methodologies already at
proposal writing stage.
What realistic staff dedication means and why
it is important.

Deciding on Project Coordination (“To be or not to
be”)
What it generally means to be the coordinator of a
joint project.
It is a requirement for every collaboration within
Horizon Europe - but also programmes as
Erasmus+ that also support joint efforts - to select
a qualified project coordinator. The coordinator
can be understood as to have a primus inter pares
role within the consortium. As such, it takes
charge to represent and speak for the consortium
for
all
project
relevant
administrative,
organisational, and financial aspects that the
European Commission (EC) requires any
consortium to fulfil (figure x) illustrates the
relation between EC and the consortium). For the
sake of simplicity, we suggest subsuming these
tasks

under
“administrative
coordination
of
consortium”. In order to meet all formal
requirements, the coordinator needs to make sure
that the entire consortium delivers what he/she
needs for that. Such tasks may be collecting
partner mandates, reporting timesheets regularly,
contractual work (partner agreements, IPR
agreements etc), forwarding payments, etc. Thus,
the administration of the consortium has an
external dimension (towards the EC) and an
internal dimension (within the consortium).
However, the coordinator is also usually an
integral part of the intellectual work the
consortium intends to work on jointly. Naturally,
that does not mean that the coordinator needs to
be an expert on all topic areas the collaboration
aims to address. Rather, the coordinator is usually
expected to intellectually guide the consortium
towards the achievement of set goals and
objectives. A pre-requisite for the latter is a deep
and sound understanding of the project rational as
well as of the inner project logics and dynamics.
The coordinator needs to comprehend who has
been assigned to a given task for what reason as
well as to foresee inter-dependencies of tasks,
activities, and results. Only if the former applies,
the coordinator will be able to steer the project
intellectually and keep the consortium on track
with regards to the project development plan. For
the sake of simplicity, we suggest subsuming all
above under “intellectual coordination of
consortium”.
To instruct coordinators on (reporting) duties and
necessities needed for managing their grant

Figure x: Basic structural set-Up of joint project within Horizon Europe. Source: Univations GmbH
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properly, the EC usually invite to the so-called
Coordinators’ Days at the start of new projects.
See relevant info on the latter here.
Coordinating Organization & Coordinator

Figure x: Basic set-up of any project coordination.
Source: Univations GmbH
Do you really want to become the coordinating
organisation and coordinator?
The duties that come along with the
administrative and intellectual coordination of a
project imply a basic dilemma. Many are just
interested in the intellectual coordination (e.g.,
most higher education research staff) domain but
do not necessarily also want to be charged with
the administrative coordination (or vice versa).
This is sometimes also referred to as the
coordinator’s
dilemma.
However,
both
coordination domains need to be executed
properly by the coordinating organisation and
(normally) cannot be split up between various
organisations. Therefore, it should be carefully
considered how the coordination will be set-up
internally. For larger consortia, it often makes
sense to split up the work as to be dealt with by
designated teams for each domain. For smaller
consortia, both domains may be dealt with by the
same person. Whatever set-up may be chosen,
becoming aware of the existence of these two
domains as well as of what working on them
means in terms of internal coordination (inside
consortium) and external coordination (towards
EC and other relevant entities) efforts certainly
facilities the search for an optimal solution. This is
also true on a personal level, where one needs to
decide whether taking the lead for both domains
fit well with the own preferences and
expectations. If that the latter does not apply,
building an internal solution that accounts for
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In the understanding of the European
Commission, projects stick to the organisation
which have been awarded a grant but not
necessarily to the persons within that
organisation. Thus, which organisational entity
takes on the role of the coordinator matters
legally for the EC. Of course, it is always persons
that effectually execute coordination activities
within any given organisation. However, if staff
changes (in the coordination team) occur which
may be success critical for the coordination of a
joint project, it will be up to the consortium or,
specifically to the very organisation, to find a
solution to compensate for “lost” staff and
attached expertise. The mission for the
consortium will not change and must be fulfilled
according to what has been agreed upon within
the grant agreement by the consortium members.
While this logic applies to any entity involved in a
joint project, it is of particular importance to
understand when deciding which person(s) ought
to become the coordinator(s) of the project.
Simply speaking, one may distinguish between the
coordination entity (organisational level) and the
actual coordinator (staff level). This basic
separation has also been captured graphically in
figure x. Ideally, the coordination role is assigned
to an experienced person with expertise in the
relevant topic domains and who will stay with the
organisation that takes the lead role for the
consortium at least and ideally for the entire
project life-time. Staff changes within the
coordinating organisation during the project have
the potential to jeopardize the project
development plan and may induce serious
negative effects on the success of the joint
endeavour. Thus, choosing the coordinator
carefully and wisely but also checking the
designated coordinator closely when asked to
become partner in a joint initiative is
recommended. A good selection of the
coordinator may decide substantially on how
smooth the project will run and, ultimately, if it is
fun to be part of it or not.
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What matters for partner
importance of being earnest.”)

selection

(“The

How to find the right partners?
It is evident that “good” partners are better to
collaborate with than “bad” partners. However,
how to make such distinction ex-ante (i.e., at
application stage) may be less obvious, especially
for partners one has not worked with so far.
Generally, partner selection may be described as
an activity that underlies a multi-dimensional
decision process. However, before going too much
into detail yet, we suggest making a rough
distinction between:
a) Partners you (or your organisation) have
worked with before
Of course, when looking to fill a given role within a
consortium, the simplest approach is to scan your
professional network for persons or organisations
that seem suitable for that specific role. However,
it is different to involve somebody you know only
from a networking occasion or someone you have
successfully work with in the past. Clearly, it is
always a good option to select a partner you have
had good experiences with before and which you

trust based on this positive collaboration
experience. After all, partner reliability is a key
asset when coordinating multi-stakeholder
projects. However, a partner always needs to fit to
the profile you are looking for. Thus, do not bend
the profile you are seeking to find too much just to
make it fit to an available partner in your network.
If the profiles do not match properly, it will best
for both sides not to go for the involvement. Being
honest with yourself and with the partner
candidate will pay off when you are working on
the project.
Notwithstanding the benefits of recruiting
someone in your closer professional network, do
not underestimate the value of having a
professional distance to stakeholders in your
consortium. Knowing each other well may
certainly facilitate operations but a too close
personal relationship may also make it more
difficult to solve problems professionally in the
case of conflict. At the same time, the coordinator
may need to take on the role of an arbiter when
misunderstandings or conflicts arise inside the
consortium. Such role can only be fulfilled
meaningfully, when other stakeholders trust that
the coordinator is able to take on a neutral
perspective to solve any given internal conflict in a
fair way.
b) Partners you do not know
organisational and personal level)

well

(on

Sometimes the simplest solution is not the best
solution and picking an organisation or person
outside your network may actually pay off. If there
is no good match inside your network, try to
identify stakeholders outside that seem suitable.
This can be done by asking inside your (closer)
network about potential candidates you may not
know of yet. However, make sure to develop a
certain candidate profile beforehand as to
facilitate the identification of potential matches
for your professional peers. Alternatively, partner
identification may also be done through desk
research, i.e., scanning available partner databases
(see in tools section below) or relevant
publications in the field(s) of interest. Once you
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those preferences early on and communicate this
set-up to all consortium members openly from the
very scratch will certainly help to base the
collaboration on a strong foundation from the
coordinators side. Such internal solution will mostlikely to be found inside the coordinating
institution. However, alternative solutions inside
the consortium (formal or informal) may also be
appropriate to accommodate such issues that
arise from the coordinator’s dilemma. In any case,
the selected solution should be well reflected in
the managing structure as well as justified
convincingly in the narrative of the project
proposal. If prepared in just time and properly,
this will also help to convince evaluators of your
proposal that a professional and suitable approach
has been chosen to coordinate the collaboration
successfully.
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In any case (inside or outside your network), the
following main determinants may be considered
when looking for a partner:
•

•
•
•
•

Expertise in the topic domain(s) the joint
project focuses on
Experience in working in multi-stakeholder and
multi-cultural work environment
Senior level support for the involvement in the
joint project
Fair level of English as this is key in any
European project
Strong interest and motivation to collaborate

•
•

on the basis of the joint application
Identification with the expected role,
commitment to fulfil required tasks with the
given budget at hand (good value-for-money
notion), believing in the overall vision and the
goals of the project

While the above list does not claim to be
exhaustive, it may provide good guidance on key
aspects one should consider when hunting for the
right partner.
Timing of partner identification
Do not underestimate the efforts needed to
identify appropriate candidates. The preparation
of candidate profiles, the actual search for as well
as getting in touch with a potential candidate are
very time-consuming activities. Often, the project
proposal needs to be written simultaneously
which - if not separated staff-wise from the
consortium building tasks - will be burdensome,
esp. for applications of larger consortia within the
Horizon Europe or similar funding schemes. Thus,
although consortium building and proposal writing
both belong to the application stage, they may be
ideally dealt with by different staff that, however,
establishes routines to allow a permanent
exchange with each other (see figure x).
In any case, one should start all activities needed
for building a powerful consortium early enough.
Take enough time to consider who to approach
and how to approach given candidates. Also,

Figure x: Basic activities prior to proposal submission. Source: Univations GmbH
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have identified a suitable candidate, make sure
you are prepared to address this (unknown)
person or organisation appropriately. A good way
to do so is by preparing a briefing presentation on
the envisioned project (vision, development plan,
budget, timeframe, other partners involved, etc.)
and the specific role and budget foreseen for the
candidate. Do not forget that most of the times,
you will only have one good chance to present
yourselves as well as the mission you try to gain
support for. Ultimately, once a good match
outside your current professional network has
been found, this may also enrich your professional
network substantially on the long run. Always
consider that you will be working together
intensively over the course of the entire project
lifetime (which is 2+ years in most occasions) – if
done successfully, this may create valuable
professional bonds for many years and new
initiatives post-project funding.

Horizon Europe Engagement Toolkit

recruiting candidates may involve formal steps
that take more time than expected to be
completed (e.g., signing mandates by legal
representative within higher education or
registration of new organisation in the EC funding
portal). Finally, proposal writing ideally involves all
stakeholders, at least for the parts of the proposal
where their expected contributions are dealt with.
Thus, early finishing of consortium building will
also facilitate proposal writing. Ultimately, it may
also improve partner commitment as they are able
to tailor their work packages best to their own
expertise. Finally, it opens the door for a better
alignment of all work packages as stakeholders are
given enough time to exchange ideas jointly and
reflect that in a smooth proposal narrative as well
as a sound work plan. This is also true with regards
to key conceptual foundations the joint effort is
built on and for which a coherent understanding
inside the consortium needs to be established.
Evidently, it is beneficial if relevant stakeholders
do not meet for the first-time once funding was
granted. Providing opportunities for an exchange
of ideas and concerns or for peer feedback on
planned activities and results at the stage of
proposal development is certainly an asset and
recommended. This usually leads to a stronger
stakeholder commitment and will most certainly
facilitate working jointly on the execution of the
project plan further down the line.
Pay attention to realistic staff dedication
Any project proposal submitted under the Horizon
Europe programme will ask the consortium to
detail plans for staff dedication of each involved
partner. Of course, selected staff should be
qualified and experienced enough to convince the
proposal evaluators of being capable to carry out
foreseen tasks and activities successfully. While
the latter is evident, it is often the case that staff
mentioned to work for the project at proposal
stage and actual staff working on the project
operationally differ substantially. It is understood
that staff changes are normal within any
organisation. However, too many of such changes,
especially if not due to actual changes of
employment, can have severe implication for the
coordinator. As a matter of fact, the presentation

of a qualified team is relevant for the evaluation of
the project. Thus, if the team working on the
project differs substantially to what was foreseen
(and has been evaluated as part of the funding
decision), the responsible funding agency may
question the set-up of operational staff and seek a
clarification from the coordinator that justifies
these chances. Therefore, try to make sure that
partners are not only mentioning senior level staff
involvement on paper, which will be substituted
by junior level staff later on or – put differently –
ask your partners to assign the staff that mostlikely will also be working on the project later on.
This will also facilitate the work of the coordinator
as you will get a better idea on expected partner
commitment. Ultimately, this will also prevent
misunderstandings inside the consortium that may
stem from differences of (senior level) staff
involvement among the partners. Further, try to
emphasize towards your partners that a high level
of staff continuity is expected. It will be beneficial
for many of aspects of project operations (and
facilitate the coordinators efforts), if a core group
of persons working together stays the same of the
course on the project.

Tip for HEIs
Always consider that your university has an
established partner network you may want
to rely on when searching for suitable
project partners. Such an established
network may open the relevant doors
quickly and pave the way for collaboration.
This is certainly an asset, esp. if you are
running out of time when looking for a
missing partner within a larger consortium.
To add, many higher education institutions
also have in-house service units that have
specialized on applications for European
funding. Look to take advantage of such
expertise, if available, at an early stage of
your project application and consortium
building process.
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a) Did you know that some countries offer
pre-project financial support for Horizon
Europe coordinators? Efforts connected to
consortium building and proposal writing
can become easily also a financial burden,
esp. for SME. In fact, these are time
consuming activities that should not be
underestimated. Tha is why some countries
compensate for these efforts already at the
pre-funding stage. If want to know if such
financial support is also available in your
country, we recommend consulting your
Horizon Europe National Contact point. An
overview of all National Contact Points for
Horizon Europe can be found here:
https://ec.europa.eu/info/fundingtenders/opportunities/portal/screen/suppo
rt/ncp

b) Do you know the Enterprise Europe
Network (EEN)? The EEN is active worldwide and provides support for Small and
Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) with
international ambitions. The Network's aim
is to help businesses innovate and grow
internationally. It brings together experts
from member organisations that are
renowned for their excellence in business
support. As such, it may also help you to
find the right collaboration partner for
your application. To get support, check out
who is the local Network contact point of
EEN within your region and get in touch.
You can do so by using the search function
on the EEN website (at the very bottom):
https://een.ec.europa.eu/about/about
The Network also manages Europe's
largest online database of business
opportunities. You can search for business
or academic partners to manufacture,
distribute, co-develop and supply your
products, ideas, and services. Do so here:
https://een.ec.europa.eu/partners.

Suggested readings
Building a Consortium in Horizon Europe – link
(website)
Enspire Science Ltd. is a leading consulting and
training service provider with an expertise in
European Research Funding. Their website
contains a lot of information on European
Funding in general, but also articles that
provide helpful insides and hints for project
application. Check out their blog article on
“Building a Consortium in Horizon Europe –
Don’t Bring Your Friends” to find inspiration for
your application, esp. for finding the right
strategy to pull together a meaningful
consortium.

Tools
Erasmus+ Results Platform – link
This database will give you access to
descriptions, results and contact information of
all projects funded under the Erasmus+
programme and some of the projects funded
under its predecessor programmes in the field
of education, training, youth, and sports. You
can find inspiration from the pool of good
management practices and success stories, i.e.,
projects that distinguished themselves in terms
of policy relevance, communication potential,
impact or design. You can type keywords in the
above search box and/or use the advanced
search options to find the project(s) you are
interested in.
European Commission Partner Search Tool –
link
You are looking for a partner but are not able
to identify a suitable one within your existing
European network? In such a case, you may
find the Partner Search tool offered by the
European Commission useful. It lets you search
for organizations or persons based on their
profile or their previous participation in
European Union funded projects. A variety of
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Tools cont.
search filters helps to pin-down a stakeholder
that may be relevant for your initiative. A good
overview of all functions of the partner search
tool is presented in the “How To” section of the
EC Funding and Tenders Portal (see tool below).

Tools cont.
EU Digital Innovation Hubs – link
For projects in the field of digitization, the
overview of Digital Innovation Hubs inside the
EU may also be useful. Access the Digital
Innovation Hubs search function here.

However, before looking for partners please
make sure to read the topic conditions to
assess the partnership and other eligibility
requirements of a funding call.
Part 2: Kick-off Stage
Main learnings in kick-off stage
What you need to know when deciding to become
a coordinator… (#coordinators dilemma).
• How to best exploit the time between grant
decision and project start
• Typical steps that help to prepare any project

European Commission Partner Search Tool
hints – link
A good overview of all functions of the partner
search tool.

formally
• Key aspects for installing a collaborative work
environment
• What to consider for the kick-off meeting of
the project?

European Commission Smart Specialisation
Platform – link
This tool helps to identify regions inside the EU
with similar profiles in terms of smart
specialization foci.
Smart Specialisation Strategies Platform – link
The S3 Platform provides advice to EU
countries and regions for the design and
implementation of their Smart Specialisation
Strategy (S3). However, the platform may also
be exploited to search for a region with a
specific smart specialization profile. This may
also help you to better find partner inside the
EU as smart specialization profiles normally
reflect the strongest business and research
activities of a region. Access the search
function of the S3 Platform here:

• Why

onboarding

procedures

for

new

consortium staff is relevant (esp. in larger
consortia)
The time between formal notification and project
start (agreements, agreements, agreements)

Once you have submitted your proposal, it will
take time until you will hear again from the
European Commission or responsible funding
agency. That is a good opportunity to take a break
and step away a little from the intensive work that
the proposal submission came along with.
However, once you receive a (positive) notification
from the EC, you should exit this mode and get
busy again. Usually, there is also some period of
time (weeks or even some months) between such
formal notification of the grant decision and the
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Did you know that you can also publish your
partner search request or offer? To do so,
select a specific call on EC Funding and Tenders
Portal and go to “Partner search
announcements”. You will also see requests of
other organizations that are looking for
partners to address the call. This may facilitate
the process of partner finding.
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operational start of the project. Apart from getting
in touch with the consortium to spread the good
news

of

grant

approval,

it

is

strongly

recommended to seize this time to prepare all

that are involved in the project (and will receive
financing for it). The signing of the grant
agreement is a mandatory step that falls into the
time period between formal notification and
actual project start.

Generally, one may distinguish four forms of
agreements or contracts (see also figure 4):
•

EC

or

Funding

Agency

–

Coordinator

agreements (pseudo-bilateral, not optional)
•

Coordinator – Partner agreements (bilateral,
optional)

•

Partner-Partner

/

All-to-all

agreements

(multilateral, optional)
•

Staff level agreements (individual, optional)

Any notification of a positive funding decision will
be followed up by a process which leads to the
signing of a grant agreement. This will form the
legal basis of your funding or project financing.

However, the coordinator may also prepare
agreements for each partner of the consortium.
Such partner agreements are signed bilaterally
(coordinator-partner)
by
respective
legal
representatives of either side (and the coordinator
of either side, if preferred). They detail important
mechanism of the collaboration, as e.g., timing of
payments, conditions for payments (e.g.,
fulfilment of tasks foreseen on application,
deliverance of key reporting documents needed to
prepare progress, interim and final reports, etc.),
transaction of payments (bank account detail).
While the installation of such agreements is not
mandatory, it is certainly recommended as it:
•

Usually, the coordinator acts on behalf of the
consortium of which each member has mandated

•

the coordinator to do so (either already at
application stage or between formal notification
and signing of grant agreement – depending on

•

the requirements of the funding programme). As
such, agreements between the coordinator and
the EC may be labelled pseudo-bilateral. Often,
such contracts are also officially labelled multibeneficiary grant agreements as the coordinating
entity signs on behalf of all consortium members

•

Helps your partners to prepare the project
internally, esp. with regards to setting it up
financially
Increases the (legal) security of the
coordinator due to conditions and
regulations agreed upon with each partner
Increases partner commitment due to the
signing process involving the legal
representatives (as they will usually not sign
an agreement they do not understand)
“Repeats” key aspect of the grant agreement
and project proposal to which it usually
refers to explicitly (e.g., conditions of
payments to the coordinator from the EC
which need to be fulfilled to allow the

Figure x: Different types of Agreement within collaborative projects. Source: Univations GmbH
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It will take time to draft a sound partner
agreement. Usually, templates for such
agreements are not delivered by the funding
agency. Further, the signing process may also
stretch depending on how fast such documents
can be processed internally within each partners
bureaucracy. As matter of fact, legal departments
of partners may seek changes or clarifications
which may not be trivial to meet. Therefore, start
to draft a partner agreement early and trigger the
signing process in just time. Take chance to
circulate the draft version of such partner
agreement openly inside your consortium and ask
for feedback until a given (and fair) deadline.
Consider blue-ink and electronic options for
signing (legally binding) and detail exactly each
step of the signing process towards your partners
to avoid confusion (who signs first, how many
original versions, who needs to sign, where to
send the documents to, etc.).
Furthermore, the time in between the period of
formal funding notification and official project
start may also be exploited to prepare other key
agreements the consortium may need to work
together properly. Typically, each consortium
needs to agree on the intellectual property rights
(IPR) of the results coming out of the joint efforts.
Clearly, it is recommended to mutually agree on all
terms of IPR before any result of the project has
been created. Therefore, all consortium members
should define terms that sufficiently deal with IPR
as to settle all interests and concerns of all
partners. The same may be true with regards
authorship claims and publication rules (if
applicable) which may be part of an IPR agreement
or be dealt with by an extra agreement. While it is
recommended to let IPR be signed by the legal
representative of each organisation involved, it
may be sufficient to require the local project
coordinator of each partner (usually also the main
contact for the coordinator) to sign the agreement
on authorship and publication rules (on behalf of
his/her team).

Also, publicly funded projects are usually required
(and should be intrinsically motivated) to
disseminate project activities and results widely.
Such activities often entail sharing of partner
testimonials, the dissemination of pictures/photos
or other alike activity touching personal rights of
involved individuals. Therefore, it is also
recommended to settle such issues by an extra
agreement as to explicitly get the consent of each
involved individual for the planned dissemination
activities. This may be done best by a uniform
agreement that is signed separately by each
individual involved.
Naturally, the necessity for the agreements
referred to above (or any other type of agreement
not referred to) depends on the content of each
joint project. Each coordinator and consortium
need to decide which kind of agreements and
signing procedures are really necessary.
Notwithstanding which agreements are installed,
getting associated work done at the very
beginning of the project (or even before) is
recommended. Once such formalities have been
completed, it will also allow a better concentration
on the core intellectual work for rest of the project
lifetime.
Typical steps that help to prepare any project
formally
Set up a collaborative work environment
Another important aspect one should considered
early in the project is how the collaborative work
environment should be set up. It is quite common
these days, that organisations already work with
cloud storage services and online conference call
tools. However, the variety of services and tools
available to the project is also reflected by what
your partners are used to use. Such plurality can
make it difficult to agree on services and tools
within the partners. Therefore, and from a
coordinator’s perspective, it is certainly
recommended to simply suggest services and tools
the coordinator is employing at his organisation
already. However, it needs to be ensured that all
partners have access (ideally free of charge) to all
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coordinator to forward payments to partners
subsequently)
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Basic digital collaboration mechanisms that need
to be installed inside consortia:
•
•

Online Communication allowing for conference
meetings, exchange of emails, etc.
Online or cloud storage of documents

Optional tools that may be of use:
•
•
•
•

Project Management Software
Survey tools (e.g., for quality assurance or
evaluation activities)
Online canvas tools for digital co-creation and
workshop sessions
Any other software that seems relevant for the
joint efforts (citation programmes, statistical
software, programming tools, …)

•

Fast communication through use of groups
functions within smartphone messenger tools
(e.g., Threema, Signal, WhatsApp, etc.)

Suggestions for good collaboration tools can be
found anywhere on the internet as for example
here:
•

Best online collaboration tools – link

•

Online collaboration tools – link

Visual identity matters
While the actual quality of your results may not be
improved if embedded into a sound visual identity,
they may be become more appealing for your
main target group(s) and other stakeholders
interested in your work. In other words, it is not
only the content of your project that matters but
also how it is presented. This is why a good visual
identity matters for your project (as much as an
understandable project title or cleverly chosen
acronym). As with giving gifts, think about who
you are wrapping it up for so as to tailor your
visual identity best to expected (visual)
preferences of your target groups. Ideally,
determine a suitable partner that is qualified and
experienced enough to take the lead on
dissemination activities, as for example the
development of a visually attractive “brand
identity”, already when pulling together your
consortium.
Keep in mind that you and other consortium
stakeholders may present your project (and
results thereof) numerous times throughout the
project lifetime. Having a ready-to-use brand
identity package and visual identity guideline
partners may rely on when seizing chances to
represent the project on conferences, workshop,
fairs, or any other type networking events will
certainly pay off. Effectively, having all necessary
dissemination materials ready may lower hurdles
for your partners to pro-actively exploit chances to
be present on such occasions. This is also true for
a standard presentation on the fundamentals of
the project that everyone may rely on.
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tools and services suggested. Furthermore, always
consider that installation of new tools and
registration for new services may not be trivial for
your partners. Many times, employees rely on
responsible staff from IT departments for the
installation of new software as they are not to
allowed to decide autonomously on the
installation and use of software due to associated
(security) risks. This can further complicate the
process to agree on services and tools in
collaborative projects (esp. in larger consortia). In
any case, brainstorm what tools are essential for
the project and which tools may be considered
optional. Decide on the use of optional tools
jointly with your partners and check if your
selection of mandatory tools is okay for everyone
involved. However, be aware that people always
like to stick to what they are used to working with
already. Thus, keep in mind that expressed
preferences of partners may reflect what is most
easy to cope with for themselves but not always
what may be most beneficial for the entire
consortium. Seize the chance during the kick-off
partner meeting or any group conference call
before to determine jointly which choices make
most sense for all and try to stick to these choices
throughout the entire project life-time (if they
proof to be efficient and needed). It may take time
for some partners to get used to new
environments but eventually everyone will be fine
if the coordinator is in good control of all tools
employed.
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The selection of the visual identity should be
based on a group decision. It is normal, however,
that preferences will differ (substantially) the
larger the group is. Be prepared to moderate
discussions for such decisions on visual identity
(esp. project logo) diplomatically as well as
incrementally and suggest a fair mechanism for a
majority vote principle inside your consortium.

As done in part 1 of this module, it is
recommended to generally distinguish two
content dimensions to structure the meeting:
•
•

Content relevant for the administrative
coordination of the consortium
Content relevant for the intellectual
coordination of the consortium

Intellectual Part:
The kick-off partner meeting is usually the first
occasion partners get to meet in person onlocation. While it differs from project to project,
whether this is also the first actual meeting of the
involved staff or not, it is certainly key to a
successful start to the project. It may also be
considered a benchmark for all further meetings in
terms of organisation, planning and intellectual
exchange. Therefore, efforts to make this meeting
a full success may be higher (esp. for the
coordinator) as for all other physical meetings that
follow-up.

The coordinator needs to be fully knowledgeable
of the project plan described in detail in the
project proposal. The RAID methodology may help
to check whether this is the case (see figure x
below).
The RAID methodology may be employed for all
cornerstones or key activities of the project as to
identify potential risks, underlying assumptions,
unclear or expected issues as well as (inter)dependencies among activities, milestones, and
results. This may help any coordinator to
somewhat self-assess the understanding of the

Figure x: RAID Methodology. Source: Univations GmbH
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Further, some kick-off meetings are dedicated
exclusively to repeat what is described in the
project proposal for all work packages and the
given associated responsibilities. While revising
core aspects of the project mission does not hurt,
it is recommended to express towards partners
that they need to arrive prepared for the kick-off
meeting. Rather, it is recommended to focus the
partner meeting on detailing what activities and
steps are planned in the weeks and months to
come to make good progress on the execution of
the project plan. These operational details are
usually not described in depth in the project
proposal. At the same, reality is always more
complex than the (theoretical) considerations
inside the proposal narrative. Therefore, instead of
dealing with all aspects of the project superficially,
the consortium will benefit if operational plans for
immediate or soon-to-come actions are set-up by
the responsible partners and thoroughly discussed
inside the group.
Last understanding of key concepts and
terminology, it should be emphasized that not

only the may differ among partners, but also
expectation on what the project shall achieve may
vary substantially. The kick-off meeting is a very
good opportunity to make expectations explicit.
To do so, a workshop exercise that aims to extract
and verbalize partners expectation may serve well
to assess whether they are compatible. If results
show that further efforts are needed to streamline
expectations, then additional group exercises or
discussions addressing this need shall be
scheduled (within partner meeting or follow-up
meeting). Having the same vision and a shared set
of expectations is key for any collaboration that
stretches over time.
Tip for HEIs & SME stakeholders
Higher education institutions have a time
orientation, internal incentives and goals
that
are
distinct
from
business
stakeholders. However, this may not be
obvious at first, but contradictions will
most likely show when the complexity and
intensity of a joint project increases.
Ultimately, if not dealt with properly, such
differences
may
hinder
a
good
collaboration over time and lead to
misunderstandings. As such, it is
recommended
to
install
internal
mechanisms that raises the consortiums
awareness of existing differences and
understandings. As a matter of fact,
partners need to comprehend each other’s
motivations and constraints if they want to
work together successfully over time. It lies
in the coordinators responsibilities to
facilitate an exchange between the
consortium stakeholders that verbalizes
existing differences explicitly as well as to
develop preventive mitigation strategies
that hinder conflict.
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project mission and associated tasks. At the same
time, it may lead to the identification of
inconsistencies or bottlenecks which may not be
obvious at first sight. Take the chance to outline
these inconsistencies already during the kick-off
meeting and try to find a collaborative solution
with all partners on how to overcome such
inconsistencies when executing the project plan.
Further, make sure that the consortium shares the
same understanding for all fundamentals of the
projects (target group, mission, expected impact,
key concepts). Concepts that are well known to
the coordinator may be new for other partners.
Therefore, it is recommended to reserve time to
explain concepts or terminology of which a
harmonised understanding inside the consortium
is considered key for the project. However, the
best way to check on the latter may be workshop
style formats which lead to the expression of each
partner understanding of key concept and
terminology. At the same time, such activities may
well serve to refresh partner memories as most of
them will usually not dive as deep into the project
proposal as the coordinator does before the kickoff meeting.

A good overview of different motives of
different stakeholders as well as preventive
countermeasures to avoid conflict within
university-business collaboration has been
put together by the Erasmus+ funded
UniBus Project: http://eunibus.com/wpcontent/uploads/2020/10/IO2-UniBusMethodology-FINAL.pdf.
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All activities and rules belonging to the
administrative work of the project (contractual
work, reporting requirements, etc.), and which
partners are supposed to comply to, should clearly
be outlined during the kick-off meeting. However,
whether rules and expectations are expressed
towards the same or a different group of people as
for the intellectual part, depends on the size,
structure and, ultimately, staff contribution of
each partner. A rule of thumb may be: The larger
the project, the higher likely and purposefully it
may be that responsibilities will be put onto
several shoulders from each partner involved. One
way or the other, it is of utmost importance that
all partners fully understand all reporting and
other administrative requirements from the very
start. It lies in the responsibility of the coordinator
to brief the rest of the consortium on the latter.
Therefore, the coordinator must make sure to be
fully aware of all necessities attached to the
administrative part of the project. The coordinator
should reflect on unclear issues before the kick-off
meeting and seek clarification from the
responsible funding body in advance. As a matter
of fact, there may also be info meetings organised
by the funding body to instruct coordinators
properly in all reporting and administrative duties.
Such meetings are the ideal environment to get
quick answer for an unclear issue.
Further, fulfilling the reporting duties of large
projects can mean hardship both for the
coordinator and every partner involved. If routines
are not installed efficiently and require too many
resources, this may ultimately also negatively
affect the partner performance on the intellectual
part of the project. To ease administrative
burdens, it is recommended to streamline and
harmonise reporting inside the consortium as
much as possible (e.g., prepare a template for
timesheets that all partners may use, if provision
of timesheets is as requirements for each
beneficiary). While this may require a strong effort
of the coordinator at the start of the project, it will
facilitate the work associated to reporting routines
substantially over time (for the coordinator and
each partner). In any case, reserve enough time

for the administrative part of your kick-off meeting
and prepare content suggestions for agreements
and other fundamentals as much as possible
beforehand as to facilitate decision making of the
consortium. Do not forget that partners also
expect clear guidance from the coordinator with
regards to what they need to contribute to
administer the project well.
The kick-off meeting is also the ideal environment
to decide on meeting routines for the partnership.
Especially, meeting coordination inside large
consortia can become cumbersome or even
frustrating. To prevent the this, the consortium
may well agree on a certain regularity of meetings
that avoids further scheduling (e.g., always having
a conference call on the first Monday of each
month at a certain time). Try to find such solutions
wherever possible and appropriate. The same is
true for in advance planning of (partner) meetings.
Why not schedule all physical meeting in year 1 of
the project already at the stage of the kick-off
meeting? The earlier you start the planning of
meeting, the better you will be able to agree dates
that are suitable for everyone. Try to take
advantage that all relevant staff is present during
the kick-off as this normally facilitate the
coordinative effort needed to agree on key
meeting dates that work for the entire group.
Last, think of installing a routine to let partners
evaluate how the kick-off meeting went. Learnings
coming out of such evaluations may be exploited
to improve the preparation of future meeting and
to better meet your partners expectations. Do not
forgot to circulate a quick (online) evaluation
survey and kindly ask all partners to take some
time to fill it out.
Tip for HEIs
Check for existing template of needed
agreements (partner agreement, IPR,
authorship,
etc.)
within
relevant
departments of your organization (e.g.,
Erasmus+ or International Office) or ask
colleagues of other departments, that have
experience in joint partnerships, for
assistance.
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Check out networking sessions for
coordinators organized by the Horizon
Europe National Contact Points, the
European Commission or relevant EC
agencies. Asking openly in such forum for
support on contractual affairs will usually
lead to support from other participants or
project coordinator or the organizing
organization themselves.

Suggested readings
LinkedIn Blog by Gregor Cerinšek – link
Gregor Cerinšek is an experienced project
manager with a broad understanding of the
challenges and quality & impact assurance
when coordinating European and other
projects. He publishes small blog articles that
are related to his work as project manager and
coordinator of European consortia. Gregor’s
articles are fun to read (e.g., How to Catch a
Turtle in European Projects?) but also provide
inspiration for the operational management of
multi-stakeholder projects. He asks basic
questions
(“Does
your
grandmother
understand your projects?”) and provides an
inside view on what it means to coordinate
European
projects
(“Challenges
of
interdisciplinary collaboration.”) After all,
Gregor makes explicit that you are not alone
with the wide range of challenges that come
along with the work of a project coordinator.

2020 review of the best project managers for
EU-funded projects by LabsExplorer – link
If you do not feel comfortable with EU project
management - or just want to save time for
other tasks - good news is that there are
companies specialised in project management
for EU-funded projects. If you wish to hire one
for the call under the next EU research and
innovation Framework Programme Horizon
Europe, keep in mind to involve it at the very
beginning of the project, even in the project

Suggested readings cont.
proposal. Considering the fact that 10% of time
invested in the project is dedicated to project
management tasks, it might be worth checking
the 2020 review of the best project managers
for EU-funded projects listed by LabsExplorer.
The Partnering Toolbook: An essential guide to
cross-sector partnering – link
This guide builds on the experience of those
who have been at the forefront of innovative
partnerships and offers a concise overview of
the essential elements that make for effective
partnering.
Successful Partnerships: A Guide – link
This is guide is meant to serve as a practical
manual for both the practitioners and policy
makers involved in partnerships. It provides
information on very concrete aspects of
partnership work, gathered from those with
experience – both successful and otherwise.

Tools
PM2 – Project Management Methodology – link
PM² is a project management methodology
developed by the European Commission. Its
purpose is to enable project managers (PMs) to
deliver solutions and benefits to their
organisations by effectively managing the
entire lifecycle of their projects. PM² has been
created with the needs of European Union
Institutions and projects in mind but is
transferrable to projects in any organisation.
RAID Methodology – link
RAID is a project management technique that
assesses the risks (R), assumptions (A), issues
(I), and dependencies (D) of a project. Check
out a basic introduction here.
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Are you an educator?

Partnerships and
Relationships

You can click here to go to the syllabus on page xx.
This syllabus includes suggestions on the delivery
of the module.
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IP in Horizon Europe
What will you learn in this module?
In this module you will learn about …
The concept of risks in project management
The particulars of risk in Open Science and Innovation projects
Data protection in EU Horizon projects
Risks associated with Intellectual Property
The benefits of Open Science & Innovation approach to your project

Every project manager knows that there are risks
inherent in the project management process. A
good project manager at the initiation of any
project will immediately begin pondering ‘what
can go wrong ?’. The primary risks in any project
can be grouped under the following main
headings:
• Cost Risk
• Schedule Risk
• Performance Risk
• Operational Risk
• Market Risk
• Governance Risk
• Strategic Risk
• Legal Risk
• External Hazard Risks
The job of the project manager is to (the hint is in
the title) MANAGE each of those risks and ensure
the project comes in on-time, under budget and
the end-product matches the expectation. But
how does one achieve this?

Many good project managers take a lifecycle
approach to risk management, with constant
review of potential risks – it is not a one time
operation but rather a process that is ongoing
through the life of the project.
A good visualisation (figure x) is given by the
project management company zilicus.com.

Figure x project lifecycle process (source:
zilicus.com)
This circular process of assessing, evaluating,
managing and measuring provides an excellent
mindset to managing the inherent risk in any
project.
There are a number of general project
management tools out there to assist. Some are
free, others have a charge. It is really worthwhile
to spend time exploring potential tools. Ask
colleagues what they are using, check on-line etc
etc.
Suggested reading
Risk Management process – link
An elaborate description of the Risk
Management Process in Project Management.
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A guide to Open Innovation and Crowd Sourcing
– link
Description
The Open Innovation Revolution – link

Description
SMEs and Open Innovation – link
Description

Tools
Best free project management tools – link
A list of some of the most popular free project
management tools.

The particulars of risk in Open Science and
Innovation projects
Risk, as we have seen, is endemic in projects.
However, what is the effect of introducing another
variable into the equation? There are many
successful examples of open innovation,
innovation in general has a lot of unknown areas
and risks, and open innovation isn’t any different.
You will have heard about Henry Chesbrough
(2006), the father of Open Innovation, in previous
modules where he defined Open Innovation as
referring “to the collaboration between
companies, individuals, and other types of
institutions to develop innovative products and
services and, in the process, share the risks and
rewards of research, development, and
commercialisation.” For the purposes of risk
though he further elaborated "Open innovation is
not about outsourcing R&D to somebody else. It's
really all about leveraging and enhancing your
internal capabilities.". Many researchers when first
encountering ‘open innovation’ are really

concerned about the notion of ‘outsourcing’ and
consequent potential of disaster befalling their
project because of this ‘outsourcing’. But what are
the real risks associated with Open Innovation and
Open Science based projects? How does one
manage these risks?
According to www.viima.com “The popularity of
open innovation doesn’t come as a surprise as the
use of external sources can expand the innovation
potential of an organization. In fact, according to
PwC’s global study of 1200 executives, over 60 %
of respondents are embracing open innovation to
generate new ideas. Organizations use open
innovation to access more diverse source of ideas
and talent with little investment to create value
they wouldn’t necessarily be able to create by
themselves”
So, what are the primary risk elements in open
innovation over and above the ‘normal’ risks
inherent in any technical project?
Viima.com in their excellent Open Innovations
Challenge blogpost categorise these risks as
follows:
•
•
•
•

Strategic challenges
Operational and structural challenges
Legal challenges
Cultural challenges

The strategic challenges are primarily focused on
the internal processes within an organisation. If
there is a loose or ill defied innovation strategy
within the company, introducing another variable
into the equation is really going to make the
situation worse. There must be clear goals and
processes in place to manage the innovation
process.
It is also critical that the correct partners are
chosen from an operational perspective. Do they
have the right skill sets to match those available in
the company? Is there a complementary culture?
Decide what you need and then be clinical about
evaluating any potential partner.
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From a legal perspective it is necessary of course
to have robust processes and agreements in place
regarding any potential Intellectual Property
before any joint work is undertaken. In this case
professional advice should be sought. It is much
faster (and cheaper !!!) to address this at the
beginning of a project than at the mid-way or end
point. This will be particularly critical if potential
customers appear on the scene, or any potential
buy-out.
The last, but probably the most critical, challenge
of open innovation is the lack of collaborative,
cross-functional company culture. Often, people
may have a fixed, “this is how things are done
here”-mindset. This type of culture might be
problematic if people aren’t committed to
executing ideas that are coming from outside of
the organization.

The goal for many is to find opportunities to solve
unmet needs with the help of the right
partnerships. Although there are many successful
examples of open innovation, innovation in
general has a lot of unknown areas and risks, and
open innovation isn’t any different. While some of
the risks cannot be predicted, and therefore
avoided, there are some challenges organizations
face more frequently than others. Identifying and
properly addressing these challenges early on can
help you to avoid costly mistakes and unnecessary
hurdles in the future. In the first suggest reading
below, open innovation challenges are reviewed.
Suggested reading
Challenges of Open Innovation blogpost – link
Review of the innovation challenges
Innovator community – link
Be part of the largest innovator community

Project Management

You need to ensure that the time spent managing
external partnerships is not greater than the
potential benefits. The law of diminishing returns
can quickly become apparent if the wrong type
and number of partners is wrong. Is the project
likely to become unwieldy?

Tools
Tip for HEIs
When dealing with SMEs, do not frighten
them
with
overly complex
legal
agreements.

Toolkit for Innovation Management – link
Description

Data protection in EU Horizon projects
Tip for SMEs
SMEs need to be very careful about
ownership of any Intellectual Property
developed as part of any agreement. This
needs to be watertight at the beginning of
the project. Typically, the SME will not have
the
resources
to
fight
possible
infringements

Privacy and data protection are fundamental
rights, which need to be protected. Privacy can
mean different things in different contexts and
cultures. It is therefore important to detail the
purpose of the research according to the different
understandings of privacy. For example, in ‘covert
research’ researchers should take into account the
meanings of public and private in the contexts
they are studying. Covert observation should only
proceed if researchers can demonstrate clear
benefits of the research, when no other research
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Data protection aims at guaranteeing the
individual’s right to privacy. It refers to the
technical and legal framework designed to ensure
that personal data are safe from unforeseen,
unintended or malevolent use. Data protection
therefore includes e.g., measures concerning
collection, access to data, communication and
conservation of data. In addition, a data protection
strategy can also include measures to assure the
accuracy of the data. In the context of research
privacy issues arise whenever data relating to
persons are collected and stored, in digital form or
otherwise. The main challenge for research is to
use and share the data, and at the same time
protect personal privacy.
As a source of general reference, the EU General
Data protection Regulation (GDPR) contains a
number of key principles for the processing of
personal data. This Regulation provides the
legislative framework for data protection and
privacy issues in the Member States of the
European Union. In the same way, EU Regulation
1725/2018 provides the rules for the processing of
personal data by the EU institutions, bodies,
offices and agencies. When the planned research
includes processing of data carried out in an EUMember State, applicants need to identify the
applicable local or national legal requirements and
the competent authorities, which can provide any
necessary authorisations.
There are a number of key regulations that must
be adhered to, but there are resources available to
assist researchers. One of the most relevant – and
respected - respected sources is the EU University
Association. Their “GUIDE ON GOOD DATA
PROTECTION PRACTICE IN RESEARCH” is the ‘bible’
for researchers in European Universities.
Suggested reading
Research Data Guide – link
Most recent guide by the EUI.

Risks associated with Intellectual property
It is in the very nature of collaborative research
and innovation projects that different partners
with varying mindsets and interests come to sit at
one table. Against this backdrop, properly
managing and protecting knowledge and knowhow should be an integral part of the overall
management of a project to ensure:
• disclosure of knowledge and ideas safely
• proof the ownership
• profit from commercial exploitation
• prevent of unauthorised use by others.
Furthermore, with the emphasis of Horizon 2020
on better and more effectively exploiting project
results, an efficient and strategic knowledge
management including the safeguarding and
protection of intangible assets through Intellectual
Property Rights (IPR) and confidentiality becomes
more pressing than ever. Relevant IP questions
will arise throughout the lifecycle of your project:
from the very first idea and conceptualisation of
the project, throughout its execution, until the
end and the potential exploitation and
commercialization of the results (European
Commission, 2019).
The administration and lifecycle management of IP
rights in companies and other entities involved in
filing patents to protect their innovations is
commonly referred to as IP Management.
Traditionally, inventions are developed in a closed
and secure environment and in most cases entirely
in-house. Over time such closed approaches have
acceded to collaborations. Such co-inventive and
co-development contracts have become common
among established players in the industry. Usually,
these agreements presume subsequent licensing
accord with a third party or co-promotional
agreement between the collaborating companies
if they plan for commercializing the product or
service developed through their coordinated
endeavors.
In most cases, it is far more effective for multiple
organizations to work together in developing a
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approach seems possible and when it is
reasonably certain that no one will be harmed or
suffer as a result of the observation.
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Need for Collaborative IP
The key driving factors here are cost-sharing and
faster time to market. Collaborating with a player
having analogous needs helps in cost-reduction;
allowing all the parties to share development risks
and embark on projects that might otherwise be
considered too risky. The drivers for collaboration
in IP depend on the industry type.
In the 20th century, the manufacturing sector was
heavily involved in IP collaborations, while the
early 21st century has seen a rise of the ICT
(Information and Communication Technology)
industry into the Collaborative IP sector. For the
past two decades, the ICT industry accounts for
most of the patent pools, there can be more such
arrangements in near future. For example, the
biomedical research community has expressed a
deep interest in the development of patent pools
for biomarkers for cancer, HIV, and SARS, and biotechnologies applied to agriculture and animal
cloning.
Advantages of IP Collaboration
Key benefits of IP Collaboration include
complimentary development of the involved
parties, creation of a new market, superior
technological
advancement,
better
product/service, and customer satisfaction. Patent
pooling offers a variety of benefits and paybacks
for organizations to cooperate leading to a
successful IP collaboration. Collaboration divides
the effort and increases the efficiency of the firms
exploring the same technological area. Even in the
automotive industry, the ‘Big Four’ Japanese
motorcycle brands – Honda, Yamaha, Suzuki, and
Kawasaki are collaborating in IP regarding the
development of electric vehicle – battery
swapping technology.

Challenges with IP Collaboration
A fair, reasonable, and non-discriminatory
association of organizations lead to successful IP
collaboration. However, like most associations,
collaborative IP also has some issues to deal with.
Some of the main problems faced by the involving
parties include information sharing, revenue
sharing,
portfolio
management,
potential
knowledge leakage, confidentiality breach,
collaboration expansion, and anti-competitive
practices. Intellectual property is overlooked in
many instances of IP collaborations. Sometimes,
the big players in collaboration might be the key
holders of a patent or might enjoy at the cost of
the small ones. Often, collaborations’ negligence
to the questions like ownership of IP involved or
who will manage what part of the portfolio, can
have serious and costly consequences where
extensive collaboration and co-inventions are
involved (Patseer, n.d.).
The benefits of Open Science & Innovation
approach to your project
Open innovation is all about combining internal
and external resources to build better, faster,
cheaper products, processes and services. If your
open innovation project is not doing that you need
to go back to the drawing board. Assuming all is
good in that regard, what are the real benefits to
this process? Having focused on the risks inherent
in open innovation, let’s take time to review some
of the potential benefits (see figure x).
Suggested reading
Benefits of Open Innovation – link

Introduction to Open Innovation.
Why now? – link
Article by HBR why now is the time for Open
Innovation.
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complex technology rather than attempting such a
huge task in-house individually. Collaboration
allows a group of corporations to work up to their
full individual strengths at a much lower expense.
This results in a superior product with a larger
commercial perspective.

Horizon Europe Engagement Toolkit
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Figure x Primary Benefits of Open Innovation (source: Joe English, MeathCoCo )
Suggested reading cont.
Project Management

The benefits of open innovation – link
This article reviews the primary benefits of
open innovation.

Are you an educator?
You can click here to go to the syllabus on page xx.
This syllabus includes suggestions on the delivery
of the module.
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Interpersonal skills
What will you learn in this module?
In this module you will learn about …
The concepts communication, emotional intelligence and networking.
The effectiveness of communication.
The role of emotional intelligence in collaborative environments.
Basic tips for developing networking skills in collaboration activities.

Communication
Communication consists of sharing information
between individuals to reach a common
understanding.
It
implies
sharing
and
understanding.
Communication is key for:
•
•

•
•
•

Controlling: Establishing rules and enforcing
them
Motivation: All motivation-reinforcement
elements (goal-setting, feedback...) require
effective communication
Expression of emotions by individuals
Transmission of knowledge, information, and
decisions
Persuasion

The communication process can be described as in
figure x. The sender encodes a message and sends
it through a channel to a Receiver who then
decodes the message. Communication is effective

when the sender receives a feed-back from
receiver. Hence, for effective communication, the
process has to be bidirectional. When
communication does not produce correctly, it is
necessary to figure out the cause. These causes
are called “noise” and can be due to problems
from the sender, from the receiver or from the
channel used to transmit the message.

Tip for HEIs

•

Hold face-to-face meetings

•
Develop in-depth knowledge of
the audience you are communicating to, do
not use specific terminology
•

Create a receptive atmosphere

•
Combine verbal and non-verbal
communication

Interpersonal skills

•
•
•
•

Figure x Communication Process. Source: Organizational Behaviour (see References)
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Emotional Intelligence
•
Listen carefully, ask whether
something is not clear
•

Use silence as a conversation tool

•
Identify possible conflicts and
handle them with diplomacy

Suggested readings
“Communication Tips & Tools” from European
Commission – link
In this article, the EC summarises the main
activities and tools to consider for a best
practice in communication among different
partners. The scope of the document is to
present a series of methodological and
operational information to help programmes
monitor and evaluate their communication
activities.
The Power of Communication – link
This video talks about the main communication
skills to develop for an effective conversation

Emotional intelligence (EI) is a person’s ability to
perceive emotions in one’s self and in others,
understand the meaning of these emotions and,
regulate one’s emotions accordingly in a cascading
model.
David Goleman (1995) was the first author to
reveal EI as an important factor in interpersonal
relationships. In his book, Goleman describes and
claims the importance of EI for our lives in which
we interrelate, trying to get to know other people
better. In terms of collaboration, EI plays an
important role in activities such as negotiation,
leadership, team working, etc.
Figure x illustrates the Cascading Model of
Emotional Intelligence. Here we see the suggested
relationship between Conscientiousness, Cognitive
Ability, and Emotional Stability, and the outcomes
of detecting one’s own and others’ emotions,
understanding what they mean, and regulating the
emotions successfully.
Several studies suggest that EI plays an important
role in job performance. EI has been a
controversial topic, with supporters and critics. It
is important to consider the practice of Emotional
Regulation when we interact with others. Emotion
regulation means to identify and modify the
emotions you feel.

Interpersonal skills

Tip for SMEs

Figure x. A cascade Model of EI
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These findings suggest a beneficial outcome of
diversity—it may cause us to regulate our
emotions more consciously and effectively.
However, changing your emotions takes effort,
and this effort can be exhausting. From another
perspective, research suggests that avoiding
negative emotional experiences is less likely to
lead to positive moods than seeking out positive
emotional experiences.
Researchers of emotion regulation often study the
strategies people employ to change their
emotions. Some Emotion Regulation Techniques
are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Surface acting and deep acting.
Emotional suppression.
Suppressing initial emotional responses to
situations.
Cognitive reappraisal or reframing our outlook
on an emotional situation.
Social sharing, or venting.
Mindfulness.

Suppressing initial emotions facilitates practical
thinking in the short term. However, it appears to
be helpful only when a strongly negative event
would illicit a distressed emotional reaction in a
crisis situation. Thus, unless we’re truly in a crisis
situation, acknowledging rather than suppressing
our emotional responses to situations, and reevaluating events after they occur, yields the best
outcomes.

Cognitive reappraisal, or reframing our outlook on
an emotional situation, is one way to effectively
regulate emotions. Cognitive reappraisal may
allow people to change their emotional responses,
even when the subject matter is as highly
emotionally charged as the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict. Social sharing, or venting shows that the
open expression of emotions can help individuals
to regulate their emotions, as opposed to keeping
emotions “bottled up.” Social sharing can reduce
anger reactions when people can talk about the
facts of a bad situation, their feelings about the
situation, or any positive aspects of the situation.
A
final
emotion
regulation
technique,
mindfulness—receptively paying attention to and
being aware of the present moment, events, and
experiences— has started to become popular in
organisations.
While
emotion
regulation
techniques can help us cope with difficult
workplace situations, research indicates that the
effect varies. Thus, while there is much promise in
emotion regulation techniques, the best route to a
positive workplace is to recruit positive-minded
individuals and train leaders to manage their
moods, job attitudes, and performance.
Tip for HEIs
•

Practicing active listening.

•

Being open-minded.

•

Being receptive to feedback.

Tip for SMEs
•

Self-awareness: your value, your
limits, your expectations.

•

Recognize how others interest and
feeling and circumstances

•

Communicate clearly.

DRAFT
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As you may suspect, not everyone is equally good
at regulating emotions. Individuals who score
higher in the personality trait of neuroticism have
more trouble doing so and often find their moods
are beyond their ability to control. The workplace
environment also influences an individual’s
tendency to employ emotion regulation. In
general, diversity in work groups increases the
likelihood that you will regulate your emotions.
Racial diversity also has an effect: if diversity is
low, the minority will engage in emotion
regulation, perhaps to “fit in” with the majority
race as much as possible; if diversity is high and
many different races are represented, the majority
race will employ emotion regulation, perhaps to
integrate themselves with the whole group.
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Suggested readings
Emotional Intelligence: An Integrative MetaAnalysis and Cascading Model – link (scientific
article)
This article by D. L. Joseph and D. A. Newman
explains the model followed by an individual
when using an EI model.
Emotional intelligence – link (book)
A book by Daniel Goleman, on the importance
of emotional intelligence.
Mastering Emotional Intelligence – link (video)
In this video, our hero is a professional
accountant with a brilliant idea. She’s worked
hard on her idea and is ready to take it straight
to her boss.

together to achieve particular objectives. Groups
can be either formal, those defined by the
organization’s structure or informal, alliances that
are neither formally structured nor
organizationally determined. A team, on the other
hand, is a group whose individual efforts result in
performance that is greater than the sum of the
individual outputs.
For effective networking we need to develop: a
good environment for relationships to flourish, a
climate of trust, specific goals, team cohesion, and
diversity, etc.
What exactly can networking do for us? Here is a
list of direct benefits derived from this practice:
•
•
•

Persuasion as a tool of EI – link (TED talk)
The voice has a powerful influence. In this
didactic talk, Emma shows us the keys to using
our voice to be more persuasive. She draws
these tips from her latest research. Emma has
been researching and teaching for more than
20 years.

•

•
•

Strengthen working relationships, for example
with customers or suppliers.
To make our product or service known in an
efficient way.
Access to people or entities, which may be of
interest for our business or for the
development of our professional career.
Acquire a greater degree of knowledge about
the work environment that surrounds us and
learn to assess its risks and opportunities with
a better developed perspective.
To acquire new clients or partners.
Increase the range of commercial possibilities
of the business.

Networking

The fundamentals of networking are in team
working and team building. Moreover, a team is
different from a group. First, we need to define a
group to understand the main differences:

Suggested readings
The Power of Networking – link (video)
This TedTalk provides the viewer with the
main tips for building a network.

Six Top Tips For Networking In The New World
Of Work – link (article)
This articles provides the reader with several
pieces of advice about how to recover from
the loss of contact due to the pandemic.

Interpersonal skills

Networking is an activity with an objective to
expand one’s network of professional contacts.
Through this activity, business and/or employment
opportunities are generated. In other words,
networking means developing a social circle with
people with whom you can start a business with or
get access to job opportunities through.

A group is defined as two or more individuals,
interacting and interdependent, who have come
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Tools
Networking Guide – link
Step 3 covers the creation of an action plan for
effective networking. On this website you will
also be able to find the others steps of effective
networking.

Tip for HEIs
•

Try to reach out to contacts who
were lost during the pandemic.

•

Find alternative ways of engaging,
connecting, and networking.

•

Make yourself available for
connection.

Tip for SMEs
•

Develop empathy.

•

To build a network in this setting,
it is necessary to find
opportunities to show our
authentic self and display interest
in others. Try to call in to the
meeting a couple of minutes
earlier and use the time to get to
know your teammates.

Are you an educator?

Interpersonal skills

You can click here to go to the syllabus on page xx.
This syllabus includes suggestions on the delivery
of the module.
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How to maximise the impact of your Horizon
Europe project results
What will you learn in this module?
In this module you will learn about …
•
•
•

Why it is important to communicate the impact of your project for different
stakeholders: society, business and academia
How to valorise the results from Horizon Europe projects
How to capture and communicate the value of the R&D results

Impact of projects
All funding agencies, whether its EU-level
programmes such as Horizon Europe or national
R&D project instruments, require that funded
projects create a positive impact.
Impact can be summarised in layman terms as
answer to the question “How does the project
make the world a better place?”

Academic
impact
is
the
demonstrable
contribution that excellent social and economic
research makes to scientific advances, across and
within disciplines, including significant advances in
understanding, method, theory and application.
Economic impact: The demonstrable contribution
to society and the economy, of benefit to
individuals, organisations and nations by: fostering
global economic performance, and specifically the
economic competitiveness; increasing the
effectiveness of public services and policy;
enhancing quality of life, health and creative
output.

Valorisation and
Marketing

Impact is hard to predict and demonstrate, and
oftentimes even impossible to achieve during the
project’s short lifespan, but the funding agencies
nonetheless require you to aim for this impact in
the long-run. Impact plays a key role in the
evaluation of which projects get funding and
which do not. Different funding instruments and
calls have their own criteria. As such, any project
plan needs to identify and communicate the
impact clearly. Three different types of impact are
demonstrated in figure x.

Societal impact is the demonstrable contribution
for advancing the needs of the society such as
quality of life, development of public services and
processes or policy.

Figure x Former Research Councils UK divided the different types of impact created in university-businesscooperation projects into societal, academic and economic impact. (Source: University of Helsinki, 2014)
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Thinking about projects from the perspective of
the impact helps to set shared meaning for
collaboration between universities and business

Do not mistake outputs and outcomes as impact
A common mistake for projects is to mistake their
activities as “impact”. This is where the IOOI
(Input-Output-Outcome-Impact)
framework
comes to play that can be seen in figure x.
Originally developed by the German Bertelsmann
Foundation, IOOI is a simple tool that anyone
working with projects can use to design and
showcase their impact.
- Input: Resources that make it possible to
implement the project. Input can include money
(e.g. project funding), personnel and hours
worked, contributions of partners and networks.

If you are an academic, think: why did you become
a researcher in the first place? Perhaps you
wanted to increase knowledge and understanding
or help make the world a better place - while
creating new insight. If you are a business, you are
probably motivated by the same things - helping
people, organisations or society with your new
solution, while simultaneously creating business
opportunities for yourself, workers and the
company.
Considering the impact also helps to understand
the project from the perspective of needs of the
market, society and users, as all projects need to
have a real-life need or opportunity they are
focused on. Impact gives a shared purpose for
various partners, creates commitment and
mobilises resources.

- Outcome: Measurable short-term concrete
change that project activities create. One should
be able to demonstrate a clear link between
outputs and outcomes either with quantifiable or
qualitative means.
- Impact: Long-term positive change (societal,
academic, economic) that the project creates. May
happen beyond the project's time frame in the
near future.
Checklist for setting measurable impact:
- Is there a clearly defined real-life need or
opportunity you are solving, and do you know the
status quo of this issue?
- Have you specified the target group whose need
you are addressing with the project?
- Have you set time-specific and measurable
impacts (society, academic economic) instead of
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Figure x What is the societal impact of a report or
study without proper dissemination and
collaboration with partners who can take its
insight into action? PDF reports do not
automatically translate into impact. (Source: The
Washington Post, 8.5.2014)

- Output: Activities undertaken as part of the
project. May include R&D activity, events, training
sessions, number of demos, prototypes, minimum
viable product (MVP) created or pilots
implemented.
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Figure x Example of IOOI framework, modified from (Source: Sitra, 2014)
rhetoric impact? E.g. “Improving the status of
homeless people” vs. “We aim to reduce the
homeless rate by 50% and its direct costs to the
municipality by 10% by next ten years.”
- Is it possible to achieve the outcomes within the
project's time frame and how would you measure
them?

Tools
IOOI framework and impact canvas - link
(PowerPoint)
You can use both tools either in designing your
project bid or use them as an attachment /
figure to your project plan.

Suggested readings

A short article on impact thinking and
measuring impact.

Mission Economy: A Moonshot Guide to
Changing Capitalism, Mariana Mazzucato (2021)
An insightful book on mission-driven and
impact-oriented thinking and how it can be
used to mobilise commitment and resources
across society, business and academia.
Important for understanding why the European
Union and national governments focus
increasingly more on mission-driven innovation
to seek solutions that promote renewal or help
to solve wicked challenges such as
sustainability.

How to valorise results from projects?
Understand how valorisation can happen
Once you have an idea of the impact you are
creating from the project, it is a good idea to plan
in advance how a collaborative project between
university and business can be valorised.
Term “valorisation” refers to capturing value from
science through making scientific insights available
to industry and or society. It means more than just
traditional commercialization, such as commercial
spinoffs or utilisation of patents.
Any kind of collaboration project between
businesses and universities will always create new
knowledge and skills that may lead to new
intellectual property. Whether you are a HEI or
SME representative, your project results can be
valorised through a combination of various means.
To tackle this, copyright issues should be
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Is it worth trying to measure impact? - link
(webpage)
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established at an early stage of development. Also
understand that depending on the national
legislation, besides organisations, also employees
in universities and businesses may have individual
rights to inventions.
Table x shows an overview of the different types
of valorisation possible from a collaborative
university-business R&D project.

Tip for SMEs
It’s in every company’s interest to minimise
potential IPR risk. For early stagecompanies the risk is generally relatively
low, while established companies have
existing products, services and business
functions that already include existing IPR
as foundation. Despite this, remember to
keep an inquisitive open mind.

Tip for HEIs
Most universities across Europe have
technology transfer offices or similar
support functions for during the
preparation of the project, while it is
ongoing or when you are considering
valorisation of the results.

Identify the moments when valorisation can
happen and who is the active owner
A joint R&D project is in many ways an
entrepreneurial discovery process. Whether you
are at the ideation, concept, validation or

TYPE

DESCRIPTION

New IP (intellectual property):
Copyright, trademarks, brands,
patents, design rights and licensing

All projects create trademarks, brands or copyrighted material that can
be a further platform for commercial activity. This happens always and
automatically even if you don’t realise it. If you have multiple partners
from several organisations, remember to make an agreement
beforehand how this IP could be utilised.

New business (startups, academic
and business spinoffs)

A new company might be established to commercialise the results of
the project. This requires transfer of IPR from the project (parties) to
the new business. Often the new company is established by people
working for the project, as such endeavour requires in-depth
knowledge and tacit connections.

New services and/or products

A new commercial service or product may be created as a result of the
outputs.

New processes and/or methods

The insight created by the project may also be valorised through new
improved processes or methods that are implemented by some actor.

New policy, collaboration
agreements and/or partnerships

Valorisation may also occur in more subtle ways if results of the project
are disseminated into society or used to build foundations for future
collaboration between different actors.

Table x: Different types of valorisation possible from a collaborative university-business R&D project.
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Certain types of inventions may be patented or licensed.
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business development / dissemination stage, they
all offer potential complementary opportunities
for the consortium partners or even stakeholders
to valorise the results.

How to capture and communicate the value of the
R&D results?

In order for valorisation to happen at any stage,
someone working with the project always needs
to take an active ownership and be
entrepreneurially driven to make use of the
outputs.

Pitching is an essential skill for anyone involved in
projects. A poorly delivered pitch may prevent an
otherwise excellent project from getting funded,
or later hinder attempts to find a partner or
customer for the R&D results. To build a pitch, you
need to focus on the essential value your project
brings.

Good practice example

There are different types of pitches, see figure x.
One-sentence pitch contains the essentials of the
idea (e.g. unique value proposition) to grab the
attention of the listener, while an elevator pitch
has an engaging narrative. A longer pitch of
around 3-7 minutes long may contain supporting
material, such a presentation or video. An investor
/ project deck with detailed figures is something
that can work independently without someone
presenting it.
Five universal rules for building a pitch
Regardless of the type of the pitch or project,
there are certain universal rules to keep in mind
when crafting the pitch.

Valorisation and
Marketing

CASE EXAMPLE: Urban Mill. A joint R&D
programme of Finnish corporations and research
institutes
focused
on
built-environment
innovations and commissioned a study in 2012 to
explore how the programme’s knowledge could be
better commercialised. This study identified a
need for a co-creation and innovation platform to
be created as part of Aalto University campus.
However, neither the research organisations nor
the corporations were willing to build such
platform. As nothing happened and nothing was
valorised, the consultants working for the
programme as contracted service providers took
the helm, seized the opportunity and established
the “Urban Mill” innovation platform as a business
spinoff off the programme. They seized the
opportunity and took entrepreneurial risk. This is a
good example of someone taking an active
ownership.

How to build a pitch?

Figure x Reaching to impact. You can use this framework to identify relevant actors. (Source: Crazy Town, 2022)
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Figure x Different pitch types (Source: Crazy Town, 2022)
1. Start the stage with a strong opening: Try to
capture audience attention from the get-go. It’s
harder to recreate impact mid-pitch than at the
beginning. Facts, figures, numbers or a personal
story often work!
2. From problem → solution: The structure of the
pitch should start from Why?, moving towards
How?, always focused on the value your solution
brings. Try to be a storyteller and invoke emotions.
3. KISS - Keep it simple, stupid: Purpose of the
pitch is never to tell everything, but to get the
audience member interested in you and open
dialogue afterwards. Have only one single
governing thought in your pitch. Keep in mind that
your audience isn’t necessarily an expert in your
domain, so leave jargon for follow up questions.

-Intro (one sentence pitch)
-Problem / need
-Solution & demo
Unique selling point / impact
-Business model and financials (if valid)
-Team
-Roadmap
-Call-to-action
Note that unless you are working on a project
deck that is supposed to work independently, the
purpose of the pitch is not to cover everything but
to invoke a desired reaction in your audience.
Therefore, be mindful of the balance between
focus and details. Always end with call-to-action.
The Pitch Canvas can be used for structuring your
story with relevant questions, see figure x.

Valorisation and
Marketing

4. Finish with call-to-action (CTA): Speak for a
specific target audience and know in advance how
you want them to react. At the end of your pitch
explain what you are looking for, whether it’s
funding, partners, customer participants, talents,
mentors, etc.

5. Be yourself and don’t be afraid to be different.

What to have in a pitch?
Usually, the structure of a 3-7 minute pitch follows
a structure that addresses the following topics:
Figure x The Pitch Canvas (Source: Best 3
Minutes)
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Suggested readings
“How to pitch your initiative” - link
Training materials created for Erasmus+
project “Spanning Boundaries”. Contains
plenty of illustrative examples and links to
recommended materials.
“How to build a pitch?” - link
Short webinar on building a pitch. Made with
startups and growth businesses in mind but
can be applied to R&D projects as well.

Tools
The Pitch Canvas - link
Good template with relevant questions to
structure your pitch. Even though it is made
with a business perspective, any R&D project
can benefit from finding answers to the
questions presented.

Are you an educator?

Valorisation and
Marketing

You can click here to go to the syllabus on page xx.
This syllabus includes suggestions on the delivery
of the module.
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How to turn transactional relationships into
strategic partnerships
What will you learn in this module?
In this module you will learn about …
The characteristics of strategic partnerships
Key drivers and facilitators for undertaking strategic partnerships
How to move from transactional relationships towards strategic partnerships
The importance of aligning strategy and goals

The characteristics of strategic partnerships
University-business collaboration (UBC) comes in
many shapes and sizes. One of the forms of
partnership between universities and industry, are
the strategic partnerships. These partnerships are
more selective, exclusive, productive and
sustainable than other forms of UBC (Tjong Tjin Tai
et al., 2018; Edmondson, 2012).
Through its work on supporting universities
around the world to enhance their approaches to
strategic partnerships, UIIN has identified key
characteristics that are commonly used to
describe strategic partnerships:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Long term
Shared and aligned vision and goals
Can achieve more together
Mutual value creation & benefits
Recognition on both sides of importance
strategic nature of partnership

•
•
•
•
•

Trust-based
Multidisciplinary
Multi-layered
Certain level of commitment and exclusivity
Strategic input and support from the
leadership on both sides

Key drivers and facilitators for undertaking
strategic partnerships
Due to the complex nature of strategic
partnerships, they usually require high investment
and dedication, but at the same time can provide
large benefits for all parties involved. The
underlying motivations for universities and
business to undertake collaboration, as outlined in
figure x, are also applicable for strategic
partnerships. In fact, strategic partnerships
provide a mechanism for addressing several of the
motivations from university and business
perspectives, through developing a shared vision
and leading to mutual benefits.

1

Academics collaborating with
business
Gain new insights for research

2

Use my research in practice

Obtain funding / financial
resources
Improve graduate employability

3

Existence of funding to undertake
the cooperation
Address societal challenges and
issues
Improve graduate employability

Use the university’s research in
practice
Improve the reputation of the
university
Positively impact society

4
5

HEI managers

Business collaborating with
higher education
Get access to new
technologies and knowledge
Improve our innovation
capacity
Access new discoveries at
an early stage
Obtain funding / financial
resources
Provides access to better
qualified graduates

Figure x: The main motivators for cooperation with business / universities (source: Davey et al., 2018)
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It is important to note that strategic partnerships
often develop over time, following repeated
collaborations between the parties and the
nurturing of the relationship over time. This is
evidenced by the top facilitators for universityindustry collaboration identified by universities
and business being having mutual trust, and a
shared goal – as demonstrated in figure x. This
further shows the alignment between universities
and business in terms of the importance of
relationship-based elements. Nevertheless, it is
often mentioned that there is a cultural divide
between universities and business, which can
hinder collaboration and the progression towards
more strategic partnerships.

Tip for SMEs
From a business perspective, Frølund and
Riedel (2018), have identified five success
factors for strategic industry-university
collaboration:

1.
Select the focus areas of your
university partnerships in alignment with
your business goal
2.
Select your primary university
partners in a systematic way
3.
Select collaboration formats that
match your focus areas and business goals

Having leadership and staff that understand the
importance of collaboration, as well as incentives
and supporting mechanisms, can help overcome
these barriers and drive further collaboration and
strategic partnerships.

5.
Regularly evaluate your university
partnerships, using suitable key
performance indicators

Partnerships and
Relationships

In order to build strategic partnerships, the
university and business need to establish deep
professional ties, trust, and shared benefits
(Edmondson, 2012). Other key elements in
building long-term relationships with industry are
the alignment with the partners’ businesses
strategies and objectives, and well managed
relationships (UIIN, 2021). However, it is the
individuals that understand differences between
academia and business that are driving force of
successful partnerships.

4.
Have dedicated people, processes,
and organisation to support your university
partnerships

Formats and activities of strategic partnership
Strategic partnerships can exist in many different
formats, and often involve several types of
activities or interactions occurring across different
areas of the organisations. For example, a
strategic partnership between a university and
company can be based on collaboration in

Academics collaborating with
business

HEI managers

Business collaborating with
higher education

1

Existence of mutual trust

Existence of mutual trust

Existence of mutual trust

2

Existence of a shared goal

Existence of a shared goal

Existence of a shared goal

3

Existence of funding to undertake
the cooperation

Existence of funding to undertake
the cooperation

Existence of mutual
commitment

4

Existence of mutual commitment

Existence of mutual commitment

Existence of funding to
undertake the cooperation

5

Interest of business in accessing
scientific knowledge

Prior relation with the business
partner

Prior relation with the
university partner

Figure x: The main facilitators for cooperation between HEIs and businesses (source: Davey et al., 2018)
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The format(s) of strategic partnership that a
company or HEI employs, depends on the goals
that company or HEI wants to pursue. For
example:
•

if the goal is talent acquisition or enhancing
graduate employability, the HEI or company
might employ student-oriented activities such
as hackathons, student mobility, or fellowships;

•

if the goal is to meet grand challenges or
advance research in a particular field, the
strategic partnership approach could be to
pursue collaborative R&D and create staff
mobility and co-location opportunities, and;

•

if the goal is to enhance the innovation
pipeline, the HEI or company could choose
formats that are geared towards identifying
and connecting startups.

It is important to note that the success and
benefits of strategic partnerships does not rely on
one particular format. It is about systematically
prioritizing and reprioritizing different formats in
response to changing organizational goals.
Moving
from
partnerships

transactional

to

strategic

Strategic partnerships are not established
overnight and typically develop from single
collaboration activities with partners. In this
section, we will discuss two models that capture
the continuum between collaboration and
strategic partnerships, the importance of vision,
strategy and alignment of goals for strategic
partnerships, tool for developing and managing
partnerships, and provide you with a framework to
assess your strategic partnerships.
Partnership models
When developing strategic partnerships, the
collaboration usually progresses through different
stages and levels of collaboration. Below you will
find two leading models for strategic partnerships
that capture this continuum between engagement
(or
single
collaborations)
and
strategic
partnerships.

Figure x: UBC activities. Source: UIIN, adapted from Davey et al., 2018.
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publicly-funded research, while also including
mobility of students and staff, co-supervision of
students and shared resources. Figure x shows an
overview of the different research-driven and
education-driven activities that you can undertake
on a continuum from transactional towards
relational.

Horizon Europe Engagement Toolkit

The Partnership Stairway model

Good practice example cont.

Researchers from UIIN and the Science-toBusiness Marketing Research Centre at the
Münster University of Applied Sciences developed
the Partnership Stairway Model (Baaken, 2008).
This research-based model demonstrates how
collaborations can progress from more
transactional (e.g. based on one project) to more
collaborative and finally strategic partnerships.
Each step describes the different characteristics
that accompany different stages of partnerships
(see figure x). Many universities and companies
utilise a version of stairway model in thinking
about their partnerships, including allocating
resources and support.

Triangle for Innovation and Technology Transfer
(Baaken & Schröder, 2008). One of the core
strategies is to constantly structure technology
and knowledge transfer to address partners’
needs. The university is thus seen as a service
provider. Within their strategy, both research and
teachings have equal importance. The strategy
consists of a triangle of synergies for innovation:

Strategic partnerships do not always need to occur
between two partners, but can further involve a
consortia or network of partners that are aligned
with the same goals.

Good practice example

The University of Applied Science Münster has
pursued a progressive partnership strategy, the

1.

2.

3.

Strategic approach: Innovation is strategically
embedded and anchored with the university’s
board.
Analytic-scientific approach: Innovation is
analytical and research-focused through
‘Science Marketing research Centre’ which
undertakes research on how to better link the
University to Businesses and how to improve
the marketing competencies of academics
Operational approach: the exchange process
takes place through a service provider and
transfer branch for technology and knowledge
transfer under private law.

The three corners of triangle influence each other,
and together have an impact on the processes and
projects of research and transfer promotion at the
university.

Figure x The Stairway Model to Strategic Partnership (source: Davey et al., 2011)
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Another representation of transactional to
strategic partnerships was developed by a working
group of industry, academic and government
professionals, convened by UIDP, called the
Partnership Continuum model (UIDP, 2008). These
modes are represented as different phases in the
process from transforming the engagement
towards strategic partnership, as can be seen in
figure x. Representing it as a continuum reflects
the way in which the way the forms of interaction
are connected.
Suggested readings
Making Industry-University Partnerships Work
– link (report)
Report, including the key lessons (page 6-12),
and case studies of innovative and successful
partnerships.

Suggested reading cont.
Developing Successful Strategic Partnerships
with Universities – link (webpage)
A research feature exploring the factors that
make collaborations successful.

Developing and managing partnerships
Strong communication between the partners is
important not only at the start of a partnership,
but throughout. It is also important to
continuously assess the existing strategic
partnerships - one way this can be done is through
the university partnership canvas. The university
partnership canvas (see figure x) is a tool that can
be used by both universities and business to
assess their current partnership approach with
specific partners, or to identify what would be the
best approach to undertake partnership or

Figure x The Partnership Continuum (source: UIDP, 2008)
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collaboration with specific partners. The canvas
provides a systematic approach that can be used
to continue to revisit goals and alignment with
collaboration formats to identify any mismatches
in the approach. It can also be used to identify the
impact of changing goals on the collaboration.

How does a strategic partnership impact the
access to public knowledge and researchers of
firms outside the partnership?

•

How does a strategic partnership impact
research agendas and the balance between the
various academic, social and economic agendas
that mobilise science?

•

Knowledge generation and technological
advances are crucial assets in the battle for
economic and military power. Does a strategic
partnership help to strengthen the regional /
national / European economy or does it boost
the economy of global competitors? Is it
contributing to the outflow of knowledge and
(top-class) researchers to other countries, or is
it in fact bringing about an influx of knowledge
and talent?
Partnerships and
Relationships

As we have seen in this module, strategic
partnerships can be highly beneficial for all parties
involved, but also requires a high investment from
all parties. To help stakeholders make an informed
decision on whether they want to enter into or
support a strategic partnership, and on which
conditions, Tjong Tjin Tai et al. (2018) have
identified the following key questions that are
essential to be part of the assessment:

•

Figure x: Strategic Partnership Canvas (source: UIIN; adapted from Frølund et al., 2017)
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Suggested readings

Developing Successful Strategic Partnerships
with Universities – link (webpage)
A research feature exploring the factors that
make collaborations successful.

Are you an educator?
You can click here to go to the syllabus on page xx.
This syllabus includes suggestions on the delivery
of the module.

Tools
University Partnership Canvas – link

A tool created to allow business executives
(and universities) to address six key questions
about their university partnerships visually.

Partnerships and
Relationships

Recommendations
While this module has introduced the concept of
strategic partnerships, there are a number of
considerations to keep in mind when undertaking
such partnerships. Based on an extensive analysis
of university-industry partnerships, Edmondson
(2012) has identified the following key lessons and
recommendations for strategic partnerships:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

University leadership is vital
Long-term strategic partnerships with built-in
flexibility work best
Start with a shared vision and develop a
strategy
Put the right people in charge – those who
cross boundaries
Kick-start the dialogue – encourage crossfertilisation of ideas
Don’t get hung up on intellectual property (IP)
Promote a multidisciplinary approach to
research and learning
Don’t get hung up on measuring the results of
a strategic alliance
Redefine the role of the research university as
a source of competence and problem-solving
for society
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Syllabus: Aligning Needs and Opportunities
Module title

How to align needs and opportunities: scouting for ideas

Area

Concept and Proposal Design

Learning format

Seminar

Length of module

1.5h – 2h

Regional

Yes

Topic (short description)

This module aims to explain the important of identifying internal and external
factors that enables us to align needs and opportunities regarding calls.

Module description

Objective(s):
•
•
•
•

•

To be able to recognise the challenges and needs of stakeholders in the
regional ecosystem
To be able to recognise the strengths and advantages of the region and
undertake asset mapping
To understand how to align to the smart specialisation strategies of your
region with challenges and assets in your region
To be aware of emerging technologies and trends in Europe and to be
aware of be aware of channels to scout the new technologies and
opportunities
To understand how to evaluate the relevance and potential of emerging
and innovative technologies at an early stage

Subject(s):
•
•
•
•
•
•

What can we achieve?
The process of identifying our Strengths and Weaknesses is an internal
affair.
Identifying external factors.
Asset Mapping
Planning out your Scouting
Latest trends

Tools:
•
•
•

SWOT analysis
PESTEL analysis
Asset Mapping
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Suggest group exercises
during session

•
SWOT analysis
•
PESTEL analysis
Those can be done during the event and the trainers may assist the
participants on what questions to asks etc.

Suggested exercises to
take home

Asset Mapping exercise can be done at home, as it is going to be different for
each participant and it might need more time to be completed as a participant
has to thing and include as much stakeholders as possible.

Relevant Literature /
links

The following sources are designated as recommended reading for this
module:
•

•

•

PESTEL analysis, CIPDhttps://www.cipd.co.uk/knowledge/strategy/organisationaldevelopment/pestle-analysis-factsheet#gref
SWOT Analysis for Education, Schools, Colleges and Universities by Mike
Morrison - https://rapidbi.com/swot-analysis-for-schools-andeducation/
Are you doing the SWOT analysis backwards? By Laurence Minsky and
David Aron– https://hbr.org/2021/02/are-you-doing-the-swot-analysisbackwards

•

SWOT Analysis Understanding Your Business–
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newTMC_05.htm

•

How to Perform a SWOT Analysis for Your Small Business –
https://www.salesforce.com/eu/blog/2021/07/swot-analysis-smallbusiness.html
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Syllabus: How to write a winning proposal
Module title

How to write a winning proposal for Horizon Europe

Area

Concept and Proposal Design

Learning format

Seminar

Length of module

2h

Regional

This module can be offered to learners from the European Union and other
beneficiaries of Horizon Europe programmes.

Topic (short description)

Considering the Horizon Europe funding program, the focus of the module is
to describe how to set a proposal writing objectives and approach, how to
structuring the project framework, how to design projects for impact, how to
execute the proposal writing process and then to write a compelling proposal
narrative.

Module description

Objective(s): The primary objective of this module is to provide introduction
to the writing good project proposals for the Horizon Europe programmes.
The module is designed for learners from diverse disciplines, as well as
academics and business professionals as it provides introductory insights into
the process of writing proposals, readings and tools that create a good basis
for understanding what is at stake and how to advance in this mastery of this
skill. The module is designed for learners with minimal prior experience in
writing proposals for Europe Horizon programmes.
Subject(s): The module seeks to provide insights into the process of:
•
•
•
•

proposal conceptualising and planning,
how to execute the proposal writing process,
how to structure the intervention for industry/social impact,
how to make the proposal compelling.

Tools: Learners are provided with tools (webpages, datasets, forms, etc.)
which will be described during the session and used for short assignments as
part of an interactive and explorative learning process. Specific tools that are
highly useful in proposal writing include the Logical framework Matrix, Gantt
Chart and the Pert Chart.
Suggest group exercises
during session

During the session, learners will complete several online assignments that aim
to motivate learners to get familiar with provided tools and readings. They
will be asked individually and in groups to provided answers to short
challenges based on online search and review of available resources. Module
exercises follow the module content. The first exercise entails opening of the
Horizon Europe open calls website and separation in groups in which learners
will be asked to identify objectives and to elaborate how these affect the
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Syllabus: How to write a winning proposal
Suggest group exercises
during session

potential project design and desired impact. The second exercise, take later,
will build on the first one, where learners will again work in groups and create
a timeline for the project proposal writing processes for a selected call. They
will be given a Gantt chart to use for this purpose. In the third exercise, again
divided in groups learners will be asked to identify the results framework
(inputs, activities, outputs, outcomes and impact) for a EU funded project
based on materials they will receive.

Suggested exercises to
take home

Learners can use the suggested readings and explore provided tools to
familiarize themselves in greater detail with the specific topics. A good
learning approach is to use the extensive amount of past and ongoing
projects funded by the European Commission, as well as, expert reports and
insights into various fields.

Relevant Literature /
links

The following sources are designated as recommended reading for this
module:
Coursera. Free online course: Better Business Writing in English.
https://www.coursera.org/learn/business-writing-english
EMDESK (2021). How to write a convincing Impact Section for a Horizon
Europe proposal. https://www.emdesk.com/horizon-2020-horizon-europebasics-guide/writing-the-impact-section-for-a-horizon-europe-proposal
European Commission (2021). Horizon Europe Proposal Evaluation
Guidebook. https://ec.europa.eu/info/fundingtenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/experts/standard-briefing-slides-forexperts_he_en.pdf
European Commission (2021). Introduction to Results and Monitoring.
https://wikis.ec.europa.eu/display/ExactExternalWiki/Introduction+to+Result
s+and+Monitoring
Hennigan, L .and Bottorff, C. (2021). PERT Chart Vs. Gantt Chart: Which
System Is Best For Project Management? Forbes.
https://www.forbes.com/advisor/business/pert-chart-vs-gantt-chart/
European Commission (2022). CORDIS EU Research Results.
https://cordis.europa.eu/projects/en
European Commission, Directorate-General for Research and Innovation,
Flecha, R., Radauer, A., Besselaar, P., (2018). Monitoring the impact of EU
Framework Programmes: expert report, Publications Office,
https://data.europa.eu/doi/10.2777/518781
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Relevant Literature /
links

European Commission (2022). Horizon Europe (HORIZON) Programme Guide.
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/20212027/horizon/guidance/programme-guide_horizon_en.pdf
European Commission (2022). Horizon Europe Funding & tender
opportunities.
European Commission (2022). IT How to… Horizon Europe.
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/funding-tendersopportunities/display/OM/Online+Manual
European Commission (2022). Horizon Europe Projects & Results
European Commission (2022). Horizon Europe Application Events.
https://ec.europa.eu/info/fundingtenders/opportunities/portal/screen/support/events
European Commission (2022). Horizon Europe Programme Standard
Application Form (HE RIA, IA). Application form (Part A). Project proposal –
Technical description (Part B).
European Commission (2022). Publications Office of the European Union.
European Commission (2022). Horizon Europe Steps for applying.
https://rea.ec.europa.eu/horizon-europe-how-apply_en
European Commission (2022). Logical Framework – Logframe.
https://wikis.ec.europa.eu/display/ExactExternalWiki/Logical+Framework++Logframe
Feamster, N. (2020). How to Write a Winning Project Proposal. Medium.
https://medium.com/great-research/how-to-write-a-winning-projectproposal-fe438d4dc3a9

Gantt Chart of the IQubits project. https://www.iqubits.eu
The World Bank (2012). Designing a results framework for achieving results: A
how-to guide. https://www.oecd.org/dac/peerreviews/WB%202012%20designing%20results%20framework.pdf
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Syllabus: How to manage the administrative and
financial aspects
Module title

How to manage the financial and administrative aspects in Horizon Europe
projects

Area

Project Management

Learning format

Seminar

Length of module

1.5h – 2h

Regional

Suggestion to add regional dimension in delivery? No

Topic (short description)

This module will provide insights into develop an efficient way to manage the
financials and administrative aspects of such complex projects.

Module description

Objective(s): The primary objective of this module is to understand the
complexity of the project and the requirement of smart routines for financial
and administrative aspects to track and control progress, early identification
of deviation or decision to be undertaken and reporting issues.

Subject(s): The module seeks to breakdown the different elements to consider
and understand their effects (or absence) and to give some tips in other to
help to set good routines.
Tools:
●

Introductory lectures

●

Reference support/helpful web pages

Suggest group exercises
during session

Include suggested exercises that can be executed during the session.

Suggested exercises to
take home

Include suggested exercises that can also be executed by independent
learners.

●

●
Relevant Literature /
links

To define a routine for financial and administrative issues for the
consortium

To analyse the financial and administrative workflows and conditions
and days might take accomplished the different steps of a projects

The following sources are designated as recommended reading for this
module:
•
•

The EU-Learning Handbook (http://eu-learning.net/handbook/)
Horizon Europe Programme Guide. https://ec.europa.eu/info/fundingtenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/horizon/guidance/programmeguide_horizon_en.pdf
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financial aspects
Relevant Literature /
links cont.

•

Horizon Europe reference documents.
https://ec.europa.eu/info/fundingtenders/opportunities/portal/screen/how-to-participate/referencedocuments;programCode=HORIZON

•

•

Institute. (2013). The standard for program management (Third
edition.).
Institute. (2017). The PMI Guide to Business Analysis. Project
Management Institute.
Stattler, & Grabel, J. A. (2020). The Master Guide to Controllers' Best
Practices. John Wiley & Sons, Incorporated.
Euresearch Webinar - Horizon Europe in a Nutshell.

•

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D3v2IBUYB64

•
•
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Syllabus: How to initiate and manage partnerships
Module title

How to initiate and manage your Horizon Europe partnerships

Area

-

Learning format

Seminar or workshop

Length of module

~1h-1,5h

Regional

No relevant regional dimension.

Topic (short description)

This module addresses organisations (and responsible staff inside) that aim to
set-up a Horizon Europe consortium (“pre-funding stage”). Further, it
provides insights on what to pay attention to when to kick-off the work with
your consortium (“kick-off stage”).

Module description

A) PRE-FUNDING STAGE

Partner identification and selection,
What to know about the coordinator’s role
Preparing first operational steps after positive funding decision

Objective(s):
This module will help you understand key aspects of partner identification
and selection. It will also provide basic orientation for what it means to take
on the role as project coordinator.
Subject(s):
The content of this modules is about the following topics: partner
identification and selection what it means to take the role of the coordinator
within a consortium,
Tools:
-

-

Erasmus+ Results Platform: https://erasmus-plus.ec.europa.eu/projects
European Commission Partner Search Tool:
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/funding-tendersopportunities/display/IT/Find+partners
European Commission Smart Specialisation Platform:
https://s3platform.jrc.ec.europa.eu/

B) KICK-OFF STAGE
Objective(s):
The module will provide guidance for what to pay attention to when starting
operations of the joint project, especially for the time in between the funding
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Module description cont. decision and the actual start of the project as well as with regards to the first

physical partner meeting (kick-off).
Subject(s): The content of this modules is about the following topics: what to
pay attention between funding decision and operational start of the project,
fundamentals for preparing the partner kick-off meeting
Tools:
Suggest group exercises
during session

-

-

-

Suggested exercises to
take home

-

Relevant Literature /
links

PM2
–
Project
Management
Methodology:
https://europa.eu/pm2/about-pm2-methodology_en
RAID Methodology:
https://rebelsguidetopm.com/raid-in-project-management/
Discussion / group work around what features a good project partner
should have and why staff continuity is key for the overall project
success
Workshop: a) Looking for partner organisations on EU platforms (getting
familiar with available tools) b) Partner search for specific call & Offer to
be a partner (getting familiar with options on EC Funding & Tender
Portal)
Simulation: Simulate of first short project meeting (agenda preparation,
intro session, warm-up game, choosing content focus, selection majority
vote mechanism for group decision, check out online canvas tools, …)
For potential coordinators:
· Self-assess your expectations for becoming the coordinator
· Prepare an (imaginative) agenda for your kick-off meeting
Get familiar with partner EC search tool (see links below)
Scan and select license options that may be suitable to cover IPR within
your consortium

The following sources are designated as recommended reading for this
module:
A) PRE-FUNDING STAGE:
-

-

The Partnering Toolbook: An essential guide to cross-sector partnering:
https://thepartneringinitiative.org/wpcontent/uploads/2014/08/Partnering-Toolbook-en-20113.pdf
Articles on Website Enspire Science: https://enspire.science/building-aconsortium-horizon-europe-dont-bring-friends/
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Relevant Literature /
links cont.

B) KICK-OFF STAGE
-

-

-

LinkedIn Blog by Gregor Cerinšek: https://www.linkedin.com/in/gregorcerinsek-258729b/recent-activity/posts/
2020 review of the best project managers for EU-funded projects by
LabsExplorer:
https://www.labsexplorer.com/c/2020-review-of-thebest-project-managers-for-eu-funded-projects_219
The Partnering Toolbook: An essential guide to cross-sector partnering.
https://thepartneringinitiative.org/wpcontent/uploads/2014/08/Partnering-Toolbook-en-20113.pdf
Successful Partnerships: A Guide.
https://www.oecd.org/cfe/leed/36279186.pdf
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Syllabus: IP in Horizon Europe
Module title

How to negotiate risks and benefits in Open Science & Innovation projects

Area

Project Management

Learning format

Seminar/Workshop

Length of module

1.5h – 2h

Regional

This is generic to all areas of study and work in Europe

Topic (short description)

This module will provide insights into the risks and benefits inherent in undertaking
joint development projects with individuals, companies and researchers outside their
own organisation.

Module description

Objective(s): The primary objective of this module is to educate you in the
risks and benefits associated with being involved in a project that uses the
concepts of Open Innovation.
Subject(s): In this module you will learn about:
• The concept of risks in project management
• The particulars of risk in Open Science and Innovation projects
• Data protection in EU Horizon projects
• Risks associated with Intellectual Property
• The benefits of Open Science & Innovation approach to your project

Suggest group exercises
during session

Students should perform group exercises to identity potential risks in projects.

Suggested exercises to
take home

Learners should search for excellent examples of Open Innovation from the world od
business. Major corporations have embraced Open Innovation – GE, LEGO,
HewlettPackard etc. etc.

Relevant Literature /
links

•

https://apiumhub.com/tech-blog-barcelona/open-innovationbenefits/#Benefits_of_Open_Innovation

•

https://hbr.org/2020/06/why-now-is-the-time-for-open-innovation

•

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2015/02/the-benefits-of-open-innovation

Students should be encouraged to pick one of the attached ten ‘glorious’ failures and
be prepared to discuss the lessons learned from their choice of failed project. The ten
most famous failures are detailed in the attached blog:
https://www.workfront.com/blog/project-failure-10-famous-failures-and-5-ways-tospot-them-before-they-happen
Students should be encouraged to review the other nine detailed projects in their
own time and the lessons that could be learned.
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Relevant Literature /
links cont.

•

https://apiumhub.com/tech-blog-barcelona/open-innovationbenefits/#Benefits_of_Open_Innovation

•

https://hbr.org/2020/06/why-now-is-the-time-for-open-innovation

•

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2015/02/the-benefits-of-open-innovation
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Module title

Networking, Emotional Intelligence, Communication

Area

Interpersonal Skills

Learning format

Workshop

Length of module

1.5h

Regional

Regional

Topic (short description)

This module will provide insights into

Module description

●

To provide a process of reflection and learning about how we usually
communicate and how we can do it in a more effective and coherent
way with our purpose, restructuring our way of expressing ourselves
and listening to others in an assertive and non-violent way.

●

To understand what emotional intelligence is and its importance in
current collaboration environments.

●

To provide basic tips for developing networking skills

Objective(s): The primary objective of this module is to identify the main
interpersonal skills needed to any kind of collaboration and how to consider
them when business and HEIs are to cooperate.
Subject(s): The module seeks i) to recognise the importance of the
networking, emotional intelligence and communication skills as strong
conditions for collaboration among HEIs and Industry, and ii) to share some
tips to self-improve the mentioned skills of networking, emotional
intelligence and communication.
Tools:

Suggest group exercises
during session

●

Introductory lectures

●

Videos

●

Role plays and case studies discussed in teams

●

Improvement plan (Networking guide project outcomes
https://networking2work.weebly.com/3-step-action-plan.html)

Include suggested exercises that can be executed during the session.

●

A role-playing exercise exchanging positions

●

A role playing where the role of the participant is defined by a card
instructions.
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Suggest group exercises
during session cont.

Analytical Exercises

Suggested exercises to
take home

Include suggested exercises that can also be executed by independent
learners.

●

●
Relevant Literature /
links

Instructors will use some video examples to analyse the related content
with the material. Videos can be gathered from TEDtalks or
movies/series. Examples: “Parlement”, “Big Bang Theory”. Examples of
series that can be referred “Parlement”, “Big Bang Theory”,

Self-evaluation of their skills level . Basically, students have to fill-in a
quiz in order to self-evaluate their skills.

The following sources are designated as recommended reading for this
module:
●

Robbins, S.P. “Organisational Behaviour”. 2018 Prentice

●

The project Case Studies

●

Sclater, N., Grierson, H., Ion, W. J., & MacGregor, S. P. (2001). Online
collaborative design projects: overcoming barriers to
communication. International Journal of Engineering Education, 17(2),
189-196. (https://e-tarjome.com/storage/panel/fileuploads/2019-0602/1559466533_E11237-e-tarjome.pdf)

●

Pemartín, M., Rodríguez‐Escudero, A. I., & Munuera‐Alemán, J. L.
(2018). Effects of collaborative communication on NPD collaboration
results: Two routes of influence. Journal of Product Innovation
Management, 35(2), 184-208.
(https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/jpim.12375)
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Module title

How to maximise the impact of your Horizon Europe project results

Area

Concept and Proposal Design, Partnership and Relationships, etc.

Learning format

Seminar/Workshop

Length of module

2h

Regional

No regional dimension

Topic (short description)

This module will provide insights into what is the impact of Horizon Europe project for
various stakeholders, how the results could potentially be commercialized and how
everything can be effectively communicated.
This is a vital skill for any researcher interested in valorisation or business interested in
utilizing either national or international R&D projects.
Before participating the module, the participants should have either an a) Idea for a project
or B) Ongoing project, whose impact they are interested in maximizing.

Module description

Objective(s): The primary objectives of this module is to help participants to understand
- Science to Business and Science to Society communication principles and why impact is
vital for different stakeholders
- How to valorise the results from Horizon Europe projects
- How to capture and communicate the value and impact of the R&D results
Subject(s): The module will cover the following three elements:
1) What is the societal, business and academic impact of the project?
Introducing the concept of impact and why it is important regarding communication. A short
group work to help participants to identify how their project creates measurable benefits for
various stakeholders.
2) How Horizon Europe project results can be commercialized?
Presenting examples why commercialization is important for both SMEs and HEIs and what
different models of commercialization can include. A short group discussion to identify
potential venues for using the help of a pre-made template.
3) How to pitch your project?
An introduction to why pitching is an important skill for any project so that it can be
communicated clearly. Presenting different types of pitch and universal rules to pitching.
Participants wrap up the module by practicing their one-sentence pitch that helps to
summarize the impact of their project and contents of the day.
Participants have access to a recorded pitch-training and pitch deck template

Tools / templates:

- Impact canvas for identifying societal, business and academic impact during the
module
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Module description cont. - IOOI (Input, Output, Outcome, Impact) framework canvas as homework / individual
exercise

- Commercialization template that helps SMEs and HEIs to see what different pathways
for commercialization include
- Pitch deck templates for building the pitch deck as homework

Suggest group exercises
during session

Discussion / group work around identifying societal, business and academic impact of the
project

Discussion / group work around potential commercialization models
One sentence pitch: Participants make a one-sentence pitch about the project that
summarizes the unique selling point of the project

Suggested exercises to
take home

- Revise the Impact canvas for society, business, research
- Fill in a full IOOI framework canvas (input, output, outcome, impact) that can be used as
appendix for project bid
- Discuss about commercialization opportunities with business / university partners and
local innovation actors (TTOs, engagement offices, regional development agencies, etc)

- Watch a recording on “How to build a pitch?” and expand one-sentence pitch into a full
pitch deck that can be used as an appendix for project bid. Practice the pitch.

Relevant Literature /
links

How to build a pitch for projects – recording: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8xB1kHxGLU
Impact canvas: https://chelsea-robinson.gitbook.io/impact-canvas/tl-dr-short-summary/whatis-the-impact-canvas
IOOI framework canvas: https://www.sitra.fi/en/articles/it-worth-trying-measure-impact/
Mazzucato, M. 2021. Mission Economy: A Moonshot Guide to Changing Capitalism. Harper
Business.
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Syllabus: How to turn transactional relationships into
strategic partnerships
Module title

Open Science and Open Innovation

Area

Accelerating the impact

Learning format

Seminar

Length of module

1,5-2h

Regional

No

Topic (short description)

This module will provide insights into how both HEIs and SMEs could turn their
transactional relationship into strategic partnerships.

Module description

Objective(s): The primary objective of this module is to learn about…
•

The characteristics of strategic partnerships

•

Key drivers and facilitators for undertaking strategic partnerships

•

How to move from transactional relationships towards strategic partnerships

•

The importance of aligning strategy and goals

Subject(s): The module seeks to provide the learner with an understanding of the
following three elements:
The characteristics of strategic partnerships
Introducing the concept, the different formats that strategic partnerships can take.
Key drivers and facilitators for undertaking strategic partnerships
An overview of the main drivers and facilitators for HEIs and SMEs to undertake
strategic partnerships.

How to move from transactional relationships towards strategic partnerships
Several framework that have been develop to capture the continuum between
engagement and strategic partnerships and introducing a tool that can be used to
assess strategic partnerships.

Tools:
University Partnership Canvas – link
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Syllabus: How to turn transactional relationships into
strategic partnerships
Suggest group exercises
during session

Suggested exercises to
take home

Relevant Literature /
links

-

Identify for existing partners where they are on the Partnership Continuum and
Stairway Model.

-

Identify which criteria you would allocate to the different levels on the Partnership
Continuum and Stairway Model.

-

Using the PESTEL analysis to create a vision for collaboration

-

Work through the University Partnership Canvas to assess a current partnerships
approach with a specific partner

-

Evaluate the strength of the vision created during the session through the
Hedgehog concept

-

After building a vision for collaboration, using back casting to identify the steps
that need to be taken

The following sources are designated as recommended reading for this module:
•
•
•
•
•

Making Industry-University Partnerships Work – link (report)
Developing Successful Strategic Partnerships with Universities – link (webpage)
Scanning the environment: PESTEL Analysis – link (webpage)
The Hedgehog concept – link (webpage)
Developing Successful Strategic Partnerships with Universities – link (webpage)
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UNITE4H Consortium
Novatex
A SME in Cyprus, working in different fields with their expertise in university
engagement, project participation and management. Novatex holds a close
collaboration both with universities and industry and co-organised many information
events on the use of technological advancements.
Team: George Georgiou and Ilia Stelios

Institut Mines-Télécom Business School
One of France’s major educational and research establishments. IMTBS has a
strong connection to a local network of SMEs in both research and education to
support SME innovation and providing education for future employees. Team:
Todd Davey, Shufeng He and Elma Demir

University Industry Innovation Network
An international leader on university-industry engagement, entrepreneurial &
engaged universities and knowledge transfer. They conduct research, organise
events and provide training and consultancy services to their community of 80+
organisational and 500+ individual members. Team: Alexandra Zinovyeva,
Fleur Schellekens, Catherine Hayward and Balzhan Orazbayeva

Crazy Town
One of the most experienced organizations in Finland that specialises in the
subject of promoting university-business-cooperation, in particular, from the
practitioners’ point of view. They have extensive experience in connecting
businesses and universities with hands-on trainings, workshops, and matchmaking
activities. Team: Toni Pienonen, Katerina Salmi, Mikko Korpela and Petri Linna

Univations
An affiliated institute of M.-Luther-University Halle-Wittenberg, responsible for
all strategic entrepreneurship and knowledge transfer activities in southern
Saxony-Anhalt and beyondof the University, bridging between the HEI and
enterprise sector in the regional innovation ecosystem. Team: Florian Bratzke,
Kerstin Müller and Melanie Friedrichs.

Meath County Council
A local authority in Ireland, with over 15 years of experience with EU projects –
many of them initiated and managed by them. The Council operates the Local
Enterprise Office whose emphasis is job creation through enterprise, and which
maintains direct and constant links with the HEI across the country and more
widely across the EU. Team: Joe English

Carlos III University of Madrid
An international oriented university committed to innovation. UC3M has over 230
industrial partnerships on knowledge transfer and business interaction. Their mission
is to contribute to the improvement of society through teaching of the highest
quality and cutting-edge research in line with stringent international guidelines.
Team: María José Herrero Villa, Ester Martínez-Ros and Jose Luis G. Sacristá
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